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Thobekile Dube

Last year, around the middle of August, Thobekile
Dube came to work for us in Goshen College's campus
post office. That time of year is a crazy time because we
are re-assigning mail boxes before the students, studentteachers and athletes come back. She started right in,
learning how to sort, stuff, lick, stick, and deliver mail.
August isn't a pleasant time in the post office. We can
have temperatures up to 94 degrees, so her opportunity
to work for the college bookstore in the afternoons was a
pleasant change. Bookstore work was very busy by then
too. Thobekile's help was much appreciated.
Later, after she helped the bookstore get straightened
around, she moved on to work in Admissions. She did
errands, mail runs, and some inventory-type work. She
also helped out in the Degree Completion program,
doing errands, mail runs and photocopying.
One of the comments Thobekile made to a staff member in one of these other departments was, "I sort the
mail and you just throw it away?" Must of been some of
that lovely junk mail she gets to sort every day for
everybody at the college.
Thobekile's done a very good job learning almost
1,000 student names, more than 350 names of faculty
and staff, and the names for half a dozen different institutions that have mail boxes here. Plus, she can tell you
about the teen-age daughters of post office staff, skunks,
country music, children's literature, basketball and
Renee's four-year-old adorable son. Those are some of
the perks she gets from working with Renee and me in
the post office.
But we have learned a lot from her, too. In her country of Zimbabwe, a lot of people have gardens and enjoy
gardening, especially in rural areas. Women don't gener-
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ally say much in church, and men don't usually help
with the housework. She also shared some lovely Christmas traditions that she really missed. She also especially
missed being home to celebrate her birthday on December 25.
Another very interesting custom for me to learn about
was the bride price. If my daughter Marcy were getting
married in Zimbabwe, her fiancee Andy would have to
come up with five cows and $500. Plus, the parents of
the bride get new winter coats and blankets. (Andy considers himself pretty lucky since we've decided to ask
for only three cows.)
My favorite question to Thobekile on Monday morning is, "So, did you do anything fun this weekend?" She
talks about visiting different places and the different
activities that she shares with her host family. Her host
family must love her.
When you ask other people about Thobekile, they say
she is quiet, polite, sweet, thoughtful, steady, hard-working, friendly, very well-grounded in Christ, goodnatured, and has good common sense. She's gentle spirited, sweet, computer loving, always willing to do what
you ask of her—except to go to break sometimes with us
"old people," and then she is quiet.
Thobekile, we love you and we're going to miss you!
May God bless you in all that you do.
Written by Irene Miller, who works in the Goshen College campus post office. Sixty-two youth from 25 countries participated this
year in the International Visitor Exchange Program (IVEP) sponsored by Mennonite Central Committee. After a July 23-29 year-end
conference at Akron, Pa., Thobekile will return to her home in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.

SPECIAL NOTE:
Articles about
Special People"
in their teens,
and 40s
20s, 30s
are inivited.
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"Special People" profiles a wide variety of Brethren in Christ members of all ages and from
all walks of life. You are invited to submit a short article about s o m e "Special Person" you
would like to introduce to Visitor readers. Articles should be typewritten, preferably 3004 0 0 words, and must have the approval of the person being profiled. If your article is
accepted for publication, w e will contact you to secure a photo for publication (which will
be returned). Mail your article to Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box 166, Nappanee, IN 46550.
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by
Ken R. Abell

I
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T BEGAN with a firm resolve
to "get healthy." It continues
with a one-day-at-a-time vigilance to be serious about my
health and weight.
In August 1996 I "woke up" one
morning to discover that I weighed
in excess of 350 pounds. I had a 58inch waist and I could not walk a
hundred yards without huffing and
puffing. Twenty years of neglect
and inattention to my health had
taken a toll on my well-being.
Today I weigh 220 pounds, I have a
40-inch waist and I regularly walk
two to four miles without breathing
hard. How was this transformation
accomplished? Well, it was actually
very simple.
Never underestimate the power
of prayer. I decided that I didn't
care whether it took six months or
six years—I was determined to
make the lifestyle changes necessary to be healthy. Then I prayed.
Hard. I presented God with three
very specific requests: (1) for the
discernment and wisdom to make
healthy choices; (2) for the
strength, courage and discipline to
stick to my course of action; (3) to
be satisfied and encouraged by
whatever results occurred.
In retrospect, it is easy to see the
progressive nature of my new
choices. But at the time I thought
that each step I took had end-ofthe-world repercussions, so I started out slowly. I eliminated junk-
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food from my diet and stopped eating after 7:00 p.m. Next, I decided
to think before I ate and made a
conscious effort to apply all the
nutritional information I had originally learned in school. I drank gallons of water and began eating
mountains of fresh vegetables. Very
early on I had a startling kind of
epiphany that sustained and spurred
me on: I realized that I absolutely
adored a wide variety of fresh vegetables. Do you know that when it
comes to fresh vegetables you can
eat as many as you want without
gaining weight? That's really quite
a neat arrangement.
I proceeded to give an honest
effort, and quite frankly, I was
amazed by God's response. On a
daily basis God faithfully and dramatically addressed each one of my
specific requests. I had never paid
attention to the correlation between
the spiritual and physical as it related to my health, so this comprehension was more than a mild revelation to me.
Through September and October
I noticed slight physical changes.
My clothes were beginning to hang
a bit loosely, but no one made any
observations about my appearance.
It was somewhere in this timeframe that I learned to identify the
difference between hunger and
habit. With that discovery I began
to eat only when I was genuinely
hungry.

Then in early November, Anita
and I experienced one of those
milestones of joy that come along
from time to time to remind us of
our mortality. We became first-time
grandparents. What a remarkable
motivation for prayer and selfexamination. Zoe Grace was born
on a Sunday afternoon—beautiful,
delightful, healthy and happy. I
spent the next day fasting and praying for her. That choice opened a
door that took me to a whole new
level in my journey toward health.
Over the next couple of weeks, I
felt prompted by the Holy Spirit to
fast for a total of six days. My
prayer attention was focused on my
children and granddaughter.

H

OWEVER, it was during
this time that I sensed God
calling me to seek a deeper,
more personal period of
fasting and prayer. I was reminded
of an idea I had read about several
years ago in a book by Tony Campolo, in which he wrote about a
Life-Quest. As far as ministry and
vocation were concerned, I was in
the midst of a year-long "wilderness" period, so I jumped at the
opportunity to gain insight and
direction. I rapidly counted the cost
and quickly embraced the concept
of going on a Life-Quest. The decision had an energizing and renewing effect on me. I shared my plans
with Anita and one close friend,
July 1997

/ "woke up" one morning to discover that
I weighed more than 350 pounds, had a
58-inch waist, and couldn 't walk 100 yards
without huffing and puffing.
Today I weigh 220 pounds, have a 40-inch
waist and regularly walk two to four miles
without breathing hard. How was this
transformation accomplished ?
who happened to be my pastor,
Brian Lofthouse. I set up my personalized Life-Quest to run from
November 25th until March 30th,
Easter Sunday. It would consist of
extended periods of fasting and
prayer in which I'd seek God's
counsel and answer to three questions:
• Who am I?
• Where am I going?
• What does God require of me?
During the four month LifeQuest, I continued to persevere with
my original intention to "get
healthy." When I wasn't fasting, I
maintained a constant watch on eating properly. Fruits, vegetables,
chicken, and fish. No junkfood, no
snacks. Water, water, water. In
December I started walking for 20minute stints three times a week. I
was stiff and sore at first, but God
granted me the strength, courage
and discipline I required to endure.
I gradually increased the speed and
distance until I could do over an
hour of fast-paced walking as part
of my daily routine.
By now the weight loss was
obviously noticeable and many
people made observations: "Wow,
what are you doing?" "You look
great!" "Are you sick and not
telling anyone?" My clothes were
hanging on me, so I suppose that
the last comment was understandable, especially when it was
July 1997

expressed in a hushed voice of concern by someone who had always
been a support and encouragement.
My church family at Port Colborne
was a constant source of affirmation and encouragement, but I
should tell you that I had a secret
weapon to help me—my wife and
best friend. Anita cheerfully prepared all my special requests, and
went above and beyond the call to
try different salad combinations.
She also took the initiative to make
sure that I stayed away from diet
gimmicks. I am not sure what I
would do without her patience and
gentle prodding.
By the way, two points for the
record. First, during this whole time
I functioned normally. I carried on
a regular routine of working 50 or
so hours a week, read extensively,
kept up my church responsibilities,
and maintained my family commitments. I did not disappear to go sit
on a mountaintop or do anything
out of the ordinary to draw attention to myself. Second, I completely avoided weigh-ins because dealing with the discouragement caused
by the vast difference between
expectation and reality had defeated
me in the past. I did not step on a
scales to check my weight until two
days before the end of my LifeQuest. Given my previous yoyo diet
experiences, I had no desire to fall
victim to the "watched pot" syndrome.

S

O THERE you have it: the
dissection of a spiritual journey that had beneficial physical side effects. If you are
wondering about the conclusions of
my Life-Quest, I must tell you that
I will probably spend the rest of my
life digesting the answers, probing
the results, and putting into practice
the truths that I learned about
myself, about where God is leading
me, and about what God requires of
me. Suffice it to say that it has been
the most profoundly enlightening
experience of my life. God used it
to set me free from some prisons
that I had stubbornly and methodically constructed.
Finally, I need to make this point
fundamentally clear. From my
beginning resolution to my recurrent perseverance, it must be understood that it has been a definite
work of God's grace. Yes, I chose
to exercise discipline and determination, but I freely recognize and
acknowledge that my discipline and
determination is a gift of God's
grace. To God be the glory for the
great things he has done and the
great things he continues to accomplish on my journey of grace.

On June 29, Ken Abell was installed as
pastor at the Morrison (III.) Brethren in
Christ Church.
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Ontario church seeks to create "safe place" in

neighborhood

What is
Miller Hall?

by Jeff Wright

L

ocated in the northeast section of the city of
Ontario, Calif., the Ontario Brethren in Christ
Church seeks to utilize Miller Hall, a gymnasium/multi-purpose facility, in ways that invite
the surrounding neighborhood to come and
experience reconciliation and healing, so that the barriers
of race, economics, and social dislocation are broken
down and people discover a sense of community.
The Miller Hall facility, built in the early 1970's, was
used until very recently as a way for church people to
accommodate their programming. Miller Hall has
housed church basketball leagues, a daycare facility, and
many church dinners. Recently, under the leadership of
Pastor Scot Zagol, the church has recognized a need to
engage the community in northeast Ontario. Under his
leadership, the church is transforming the Miller Hall
facility from a place for church people to a center for the
community to unite and transform itself.

Northeast Ontario is a dangerous place. This transitional neighborhood is a center for gang activity, crime,
and drug abuse. In one recent event, a gang-related conflict kept Pastor Zagol pinned down in the church building by intermittent gunfire across the street for several
hours. However, the people of the church are convinced
that gang activity, crime, and drug abuse are symptoms
of larger problems, such as the lack of skilled jobs and
job training for young people, lack of adequate recreational facilities for children and youth, lack of wholesome family entertainment options, and a lack of a sense
of "community," that sense of pride in the place where
one lives. The program being developed from the
launching point of Miller Hall seeks to address these
problems by addressing four critical needs:
• Economic opportunity for minority youth
• Community-based sports programs
• Family-centered entertainment events
• Building a spirit of neighborhood in northeast
Ontario
6
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Economic opportunity for minority youth
Miller Hall programming is already moving forward
in creating entrepreneurial business opportunities for
youth. A coffee bar is currently being established that
will employ youth. Also, utilizing the full-sized, institutional kitchen in Miller Hall, catering and concessionaire
businesses are being established to train youth in
entrepreneurial ventures. Plans are underway to create
business ventures in the communications and information systems field, such as the development of sites on
the World Wide Web for businesses, the management of
telemarketing services, and video conferencing. Other
ideas are also being explored.
Community-based sports program
Miller Hall provides the community with a gymnasium which is capable of housing community sports programs in basketball, volleyball, and other sports. Miller
Hall could become a magnet for the elementary schools
in the area to house sporting programs. A new playing
surface has already been laid, funded by corporate donations.

In one recent event, a gangrelated conflict kept Pastor
Zagol pinned down in the
church building by intermittent
gunfire across the street for
several hours. However, the
people of the church are
convinced that gang activity,
crime, and drug abuse are
symptoms of larger problems...
July 1997
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Children gather in
the Miller Hall gymnasium.

Family-centered entertainment events
While not seeking to compete with the already existing entertainment venues in Ontario, Miller Hall seeks to
develop a low-cost venue for family entertainment. A
high-quality sound system and professional lighting and
staging are planned to give emerging artists, particularly
in the Christian community, a place to launch their
careers, while providing families with a low-cost entertainment option.
Building a spirit of neighborhood
Perhaps the greatest need in northeast Ontario is not a
new set of programs, it is a spirit of "neighborhood"; a
place where people know each other, respect each other,
and build meaningful lives. Miller Hall, as a center for
economic development, sports, and entertainment, is
seeking nothing less than to become a magnet for people
to feel as though they have a stake in the community. To
this end, Miller Hall programming, while operated by
the Ontario Brethren in Christ Church, will have community members serving on advisory committees to
facilitate the programs already mentioned.

ow will this plan be launched? Miller Hall is
not a pipe dream. It is a work in progress.
Phase I, the refurbishing of the facility, is
already underway. Structural repairs have been
made, including the new gym surface, and
more are being prioritized. Other upgrades to the facility to
insure compliance with local, state, and federal law are
July 1997

underway. P r o g r a m staff, using trained interns f r o m
schools like Azusa Pacific University, are being sought.
Grants are being sought to pay for the needed upgrades and
repairs.
Upon completion of Phase I, Phase II of the Miller
Hall plan will be implemented. Phase II will seek to
develop ongoing programs which provide the necessary
income above expenses to keep programs growing and
improving.
Phase III of the Miller Hall plan, the "Friends of
Miller Hall," will seek to create a permanent, community-based endowment for the facility, so that northeast
Ontario will have a neighborhood center for years to
come.
An advisory committee, made up of neighborhood
business, educational and professional leaders, as well as
church members, is working with the Center for Anabaptist Leadership, a church-based consulting agency, in
developing the Miller Hall plan in greater detail. The
members of Ontario Brethren in Christ Church are clear
in their conviction that Miller Hall should be a safe place
for the neighborhood, and that the local neighborhood
has some wisdom in deciding with the church how best
to accomplish that goal. It will be an exciting partnership!

Jeff Wright is the development consultant for the Center for
Anabaptist Leadership, Downey, Calif.
Evangelical Visitor
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by
Nadine
Johnston
and
Perry
Engle

Cod's O
watchful
eyes

n the evening of January 1, 1997, vandals started a fire in the building
s h a r e d by the N e w C o m m u n i t y
Church in Pomona, Calif. The church is situated within an office complex. The fire started in a bathroom which shared a common
wall with the church.
The bathroom and one suite of offices suffered extensive fire damage. However, other
than a hole made by firefighters in the wall of
the church nursery, and smoke damage to the
entire building, the church was unharmed.
When church members remarked as to the
amount of damage done to one side of the
building and the lack of damage to the church,
Pastor Perry Engle shared the story of how
the fire had been reported.
One of the businesses in the building had
been in the process of relocating. The owner
had not told his janitorial service that he was
moving. The janitorial service noticed that
some things were missing. Worried of a possible theft, they attempted to contact the
owner. Finding him out of town, they left a
message with his answering service. On the

Above: Some of the
damage
caused by the fire, as seen
from the office next to the
church.
Right: The church
nursery,
looking
toward the wall that
"miraculously"
held back the
fire. (Note the sheet of
plywood
which is seen
in both
pictures.)
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evening of January 1,
the owner, on vacation
in N e w Y o r k C i t y ,
checked his messages.
He t h e n s e n t an
employee to check the
office. W h e n the
employee arrived, he
discovered and reported the fire in time for
firefighters to save the
building and
the
church.
For the f o l l o w i n g
three weeks, New
C o m m u n i t y met f o r
w o r s h i p in a G r a ziano's Pizza restaurant. Worship was led
from in front of a juke
box, while Pastor
Perry preached beneath a "Bud-Lite" sign.
T h e L o r d was g r a c i o u s d u r i n g this time,
reminding New Community that the church
is people and not a building. "I will build my
church," Jesus said, "and the gates of Hades

Fellowshiping

will not overcome it" (Matt. 16:18). We thank
the Lord for his promise and his faithfulness!

f t e r w o r s h i p in
Graziano's Pizza.
a

Nadine Johnston is active in the New Community congregation, where Perry Engle is the pastor.

Carlisle vision statement

A vision speaks about the preferred future for the people involved with
a vision statement. It seeks to answer the question: What is it that we want
to be as we continue to develop and grow as part of the people of God?
The church board of the Carlisle (Pa.) congregation developed a
statement that we believe communicates the preferred future of the Carlisle
congregation. The statement was written in sentence form and then was
also put together as an acrostic.
Bookmarks were printed with the vision statement on one side and the
acrostic on the other. They were distributed to members of the
congregation, with the expressed hope that members would use them as a
reminder to pray for the congregation and to respond in faith.
Reported by Ken Hoke, senior pastor
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Articulos de Fe y Doctrina de los Hermanos en Cristo (Norteamerica)

Brethren in Christ
doctrinal statement
produced in Spanish
reported by Paul Eberhard

Doctrine. Vitally important, yet
often a source of division. A clear
statement of doctrine is needed for
unity, yet the process of hammering
out such a statement can often create
tension. I don't know about you, but 1
have been quite satisfied with the doctrinal statement of the Brethren in
Christ adopted in 1994. It is easy to
understand, relevant to our day, yet
presents the necessary theological
content.
But our Spanish speaking brothers
and sisters have not had the blessing
of such a doctrinal statement that represents Brethren in Christ belief in
general. While some mission fields
have their own doctrinal statement,
those Spanish speaking believers in
the United States who do not know
English may find themselves up the
proverbial estuary without adequate
means of propulsion. Also, on some
mission fields there has been a desperate need for that kind of a doctrinal
statement in Spanish. In fact, the executive director of Brethren in Christ
missions has been in dialogue for two
or three years now with the missionaries that attend the All Latin-American Missionary Retreats about having
a unified Spanish doctrinal statement.
For this very reason several individuals gathered in Miami April 7-8,
1997. Our task was to finalize the pro10
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cess of translating the doctrinal statement of the North American church.
This was only to be a translation,
nothing more. An initial translation
was in hand, as well as two sets of
notes with recommended changes to
the same, plus two other previous
translations.
This small but intense group was
m a d e up of J o s e O t a m e n d i of
Venezuela, Israel Fuentes from Calif o r n i a , E d u a r d o Llanes, in w h o s e
home we met, and myself, a Brethren in Christ missionary just returned
f r o m H o n d u r a s . We were the f o u r
Spanish speakers of the bunch. Also
present were Warren H o f f m a n and
Harvey Sider with their knowledge of
the process and intent of the English,
and for part of the time. Jack McClane
with his perspective of missions in
general and his Portu-Spanish (actually he does quite well).
This translation was to be accomp l i s h e d in a S p a n i s h u n d e r s t o o d
across many boundaries. It would
have to be clear to the Spanish speaker of North America (Mexicans and
American-born Latinos), South
A m e r i c a n s (like Venezuelans and
Colombians), islanders (e.i., Cubans)
and Central Americans (Nicaraguans
and Hondurans). But the educational
differences among Latin Americans
presented greater difficulties than

those of geography. We were being
asked to produce a translation that
would be stylistically acceptable to
our well-educated Venezuelan and
C o l o m b i a n brothers, yet simple
enough to be understood by our less
educated brothers in Honduras and
Nicaragua, where some of our pastors
have never darkened the door of a
school.
Accomplishing such a widely
understood document is more difficult than it sounds. There are idiomatic phrases (slang) exclusive to certain
areas, differences in vocabulary, as
well as issues of taste. We struggled
with the differences caused by the
influence of A n g l o - A m e r i c a n customs, marketing and terminology in
general on a language officially regimented by the "royal academy" in
Spain. This American influence and
how it is reflected in Spanish words
has a n a m e ; " a m e r i c a n i s m s . " We
asked ourselves such questions as
how true should we keep to the Royal
A c a d e m y in light of the fact that
many, if not most, Mexicans and Central A m e r i c a n s have been greatly
influenced by those americanisms. In
general we chose to be true to what
correct Spanish should be, rather than
giving that Northern influence even
more credence.
To this member of that group, the
July 1997

The translation
committee (left to
right): Paul
Eberhard, Harvey
Sider, Eduardo
Llanes, Israel
Fuentes, Jack
McClane, Warren
Hoffman, Jose
Otamendi.

task seemed too great and the time
too limited. In a day and a half we
had to read, dialogue, and occasionally dispute our way through the entire
document, coming to an agreement
on what would be the best translation
in each case. In the end I believe we
were all quite pleased with the final
product, and the timely fashion in
which it was worked through. This
was made possible by a unique sense
of teamwork and a deep desire to see
this accomplished. Warren's laptop
computer was also a great help for
immediate editorial changes. Everyone contributed and each one was
respected. We disagreed strongly at
times, but always c a m e to a final
agreement.
I would not say that we were surprised by the sense of team spirit and
unity, but it was deeply refreshing,
and in this case, indispensable for the
completing of our task. For the most
part, the four of us who spoke Spanish
did not know each other and were getting acquainted for the first time. Yet
on the playing field of translation, our
teamwork had the feel of a group well
accustomed to working together. I
thank my Lord for the new acquaintances and the sense of oneness we
immediately felt, something only possible for those who walk in the Spirit.
Truly the b o n d s of the Spirit are
July
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something never experienced outside
the f a m i l y of the r e d e e m e d , and
stands in stark contrast to the counterfeit relationships the world attempts
to produce. We are truly blessed, and
I was in awe of that special blessing
once more as I spent those few days in
Miami.
This doctrinal statement will be
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most helpful on mission fields which
are not Brethren in Christ conferences
yet, and in Hispanic ministries in
North America. However, I believe
that Spanish-speaking Brethren in
Christ everywhere will rejoice that
this has become a reality by God's
direction and grace. We should all
rejoice with them.
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Left to right: Mala and Shiv Narayan
Murmu, John and Ethel Sider, Salomi
and Halma Marandi.
The children: Sima and Prem Murmu,
Daniel and Anil Marandi.

To serve the Living
and True God

by John Sider

W

ith k e e n i n t e r e s t a n d
intense zeal Shiv Narayan
Murmu gave careful attention to the voice of the old
Santal priest as he taught his young
student and eager apprentice.
"Our forefathers who came from
South Bihar and long before that from
the mountains far away worshipped
the great spirit. The great spirit has
power to influence and control our
lives. We must be careful not to anger
him. To forsake his ways will most
certainly bring his curse upon us.
"These days many of our Santal
people have become Christians. This
hurts me deeply. It angers me. We
must do all we can to prevent more
defections. Just yesterday I heard them
singing 'delabon c h a l a ' a marsalre'
(come, let us walk in the light), but
what can that m e a n ? Anyway, we
have important business today. We
must take further precautions against
any harm that might come to our village if the great spirit becomes angry."
Shiv Narayan did as he was in12
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structed. He brought a short piece of
bamboo. He watched intently as the
priest carefully placed various things
in the bamboo: an old coin, a few
grains of wheat and rice, some drops
of blood from a rooster. The open end
of the b a m b o o was p l u g g e d shut.
Chants and incantations concluded the
ceremony.
" N o w hang this b a m b o o on the
outside wall of your house," directed
the priest, "to prevent any harm to you
and your family." Shiv Narayan did
as he was told with a sense of relief.
Fear of the spirits controlled his life.
As Shiv Narayan pursued his training under the guidance of the old Santal priest, his animosity against the
C h r i s t i a n s i n t e n s i f i e d . D r i v e n by
anger he began to persecute them—
these Santals who had forsaken their
gods to follow Jesus Christ.
At harvest time, he blocked the
path of the Christians as they went to
their fields of rice and wheat to cut the
grain. When they came to the well to
draw water, he turned them away with

their empty buckets. He disrupted
their services. He rallied his neighbors against the Christians.
But that's not the end of the story.
The turn-around began when Shiv
Narayan saw the change in the lives of
the C h r i s t i a n s . He l e a r n e d a b o u t
God's love in sharp contrast to the
gods that he feared. The heart of the
persecutor was transformed by the
power of God. Shiv Narayan "turned
to God from idols to serve the living
and t r u e G o d . " He r e m o v e d a n d
destroyed the bamboo charm that had
hung on the wall. His baptism in the
river near his village was public witness to his decision to follow Jesus
Christ.
With redirected zeal, he began to
witness to his new-found faith. He
persuaded others to follow that very
f a i t h w h i c h he had o n c e t r i e d to
destroy. Jesus Christ, Savior and Lord,
became the focus of his life.
His continuing passion for sharing
his faith led him to Allahabad Bible
Seminary for f u r t h e r training. His
July 1997

eagerness to learn makes him a good
student. His desire to witness takes
him to the nearby hospital to visit
patients. His readiness to share his
faith leads him to the many religious
fairs for tract distribution.
Shiv Narayan's wife, Mala, is with
him at A l l a h a b a d Bible Seminary.
T h i s has given her opportunity to
learn Hindi and develop skills which
will be a valuable asset to her husband's ministry.
News from Bihar and his home village there is always important for
Shiv N a r a y a n and M a l a w h e n we

return to Allahabad from Bihar. After
one of our Bihar visits we reported a
service in G a m h a r i a (not far f r o m
Shiv Narayan's village) where 19 people gave witness to their faith in Christ
as they were baptized in the pond outside the village.
When Shiv Narayan heard that it
was Gamharia where we had celebrated the baptism, his face lit up and
his eyes sparkled. "Gamharia, that's
the village where the people who persecuted Christians live!" was his delighted reply.
Now there are many more who like

God wants
Josefa's life too!
by Bruce Bundy
My story starts on a counseling visit to Carabanchel
Prison one cold Wednesday afternoon in January. After
about one and a half hours of advising, I started heading
out. While going through the four electric prison gates
to the outside world, I realized that I was walking with
a g r o u p of three w o m e n w h o had been visiting an
inmate. When I found that the inmate was their mother,
sister, and aunt and was Cuban, there was plenty to talk
about. It all started with me saying, "Oh, my wife is
Cuban, too...." After dropping them off at the closest
metro, I was pleased to have been able to witness a little for God, even if it had been for just ten minutes.
The story continued about a week later. Sitting on a
bench in the prison, waiting for a counseling visit with
one of the inmates who had recently accepted Jesus, and
growing tired of the book I was reading, I looked up and
noticed a female inmate staring at my jacket and books
in a room next to the hallway. I got up, half to protect
my things and half because that was what I believed the
Lord was prompting me to do. He's been doing a lot of
that lately, so it wasn't too far out of the ordinary.
I asked the woman if I could help her, and discovered
that she was looking at the typewriter in the same room,
and more interestingly, learned that she had been a
newspaper reporter from Havana, Cuba! Now, was it a
coincidence that this inmate, Josefa, was also the mother, sister, and aunt of the women I had taken to the
metro just a week before, and that she had come to
me? I don't think so!
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Shiv Narayan M u r m u have turned
from idols to serve the living and true
God; many more persecutors who like
Shiv Narayan now give witness to
life-changing faith in Jesus Christ;
many more who like Shiv Narayan
are building Christ's kingdom.

John and Ethel Sider recently
returned
from several years of ministry in India where
they served at Allahabad Bible Seminary and
as Brethren in Christ World Missions liaison
for the Nepal and India Brethren in Christ
churches.

When our conversation moved to spiritual things,
Josefa made sure that I knew that religion was no longer
part of her culture. "It's for the weak," she said. "Oh,
you must mean that it's the ' o p i u m ' of the pueblo,
right?" I answered. After I shared that my relation with
Jesus was much more than a psychological boost for
oppressed people, and that this relation had less to do
with rules and traditions, and much more to do with a
friendship with the Son of God, her curiosity was
primed. Even she had to admit that of the thousands of
women in this jail, I just happened to bump into her. Her
parting words to me were, "Okay, my sister will get
you the money for a Bible and I will be at the group
meeting on Saturday."
Josefa came that Saturday and the next and the next.
Each week the music just brings her to tears as she
finds out just how much Jesus does love her. Last week
she told me, "Hey, I've been reading that Bible. It's got
some really good material. I mean, it's really profound.
So I am now using it as one of the texts for the [journalism] course I am teaching!"
In the meantime Ryxe, her daughter, came over on
Monday to have Cuban black beans, rice, and chicken
fricassee. She is a first-year law student and is doing
very well. While I went to pick up Cristina from school
and Merly sipped some good strong coffee with Ryxe,
the conversation moved to more important things. This
21-year-old did not know what Christmas was. She
thought it was when Jesus died. She wanted to know
how Jesus came to earth, how his mother got pregnant,
and a few other things. Ryxe left with a copy of the book
of John.

Bruce and Merly Bundy have been serving as church planters in
Madrid. Spain, since September 1998. Their home church in North
America is Mount Pleasant, Manheim, Pa.
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God at work in our world
God at work...in
growing churches
Erin Hoffman is in her first term in Caracas as teacher of missionaries' children.
She is a member of the Elizabethtown
Brethren in Christ Church, Pa.

G

reetings from the big city of Caracas, Venezuela. It's been exciting
here! We're in baseball season and whenever a team wins, loud bangs from firecrackers are heard from my tenth floor
apartment. I'm glad we're not at war, but
it sounds like it sometimes! Many universities are on strike, too, since poorly

paid professors are asking for a raise from
the government. This affects transportation in that exits are closed off near the
riots (which occur with the strikes), and
people like me enjoy the challenge of
finding a new way to get home to avoid
heavy traffic.
Wow. The excitement continues. As I
was writing, I heard the doorbell. Two
women were at the door. Jehovah's Witnesses. They tried to sell me a magazine.
Please pray for this city. There is much
excitement, but there is much more need.
So many people don't understand what it
means to have a personal relationship
with God through Jesus Christ. Oh, there

are those who work and pray and go to
Mass, but there are few who believe and
receive Jesus into their lives as a gift, as
the only way to eternal life; few who seek
to follow him and obey his Word.
But there are these few, and the number is growing!
Praise God for the Brethren in Christ
church in Cagua (a city 1.5 hours out of
Caracas). It's growing and the church is
renting a theater so it can grow more.
Praise God, also, that four people from
the Agua Viva Brethren in Christ church
are receiving guitar lessons so that they
will be equipped to lead worship in their
own church.
Praise God that the Hollands are back
from furlough. They are encouraged
about what they see going on in the Rey
de Gloria congregation. On Sunday, there
weren't enough chairs to seat everyone
at this church planting.
The Montalban congregation has not

Personnel Profile:

Isaac and Connie Flagg

Both Isaac (Ike) and Connie trace an
interest in missions to early childhood
experiences. Isaac was known for intently listening to the missionary story during children's time at Wainfleet Brethren
in Christ Church and Connie had constant contact with missionaries on furlough who stayed in her home. Both
received a call to missions initially during their high school years. Ike remembers committing himself to go where
God would lead at a missions conference
in Wainfleet, and Connie recalls doing
the same at a youth conference in her
graduating year. During missions conference at Heise Hill
Church in 1996, Isaac and Connie both realized that the time to
answer the call to enter into missions had come.
Following high school Isaac attended Brock University and in
1986 graduated with a B.A. in Child Studies. Connie graduated
from high school that same year, and both decided to attend
Emmanuel Bible College that fall. That is where they met. Ike
graduated in 1989 with a B.Th. in Professional Studies and was
valedictorian for his class. It was during his valedictory address
that he proposed to Connie via a note passed by his brother. Connie's answer was affirmative and on May 26, 1990, after Connie
graduated from Emmanuel with a B.Th. in missiology, they
were married.
Upon graduation in 1989, Isaac took a position as associate
pastor of youth at Heise Hill Brethren in Christ Church in Gormley where he served for eight years. While serving at Heise Hill,
he attended Toronto School of Theology and Ontario Theolog14
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ical Seminary part time, and received a
M.Div. in May 1997.
Isaac feels blessed to have been heavily involved in conference ministries,
helping to plan youth conferences,
YouthQuest, and serving on the Board
for Church Development and the Youth
Interaction Committee. During their time
at Heise Hill, Connie worked as a residential counsellor for Christian Horizons, an organization that serves individuals with mental disabilities. She was
also very involved in the youth and
women's ministries of the church, as
well as ministering in music twice monthly at various churches
and church functions in the area.
Isaac and Connie are the proud parents of one son, Liam, age
four. He is an extremely sociable and eternally optimistic boy
who is looking forward to his Latin American adventure. "Ola"
is his new favorite saying!
Both Ike and Connie are fitness enthusiasts. He loves to read,
and collects coins and banks. She loves to bake bread and enjoys
spending time with children.
Isaac's parents are Ben and Dorothy Flagg of Wainfleet.
They attend the Wainfleet Brethren in Christ Church. Ike is the
eldest with four brothers, all of whom attend Wainfleet Church.
Connie's parents are Alvin and Barbara-Anne Ramer of Colborne, Ontario. They attend St Peter's Anglican Church,
Cobourg. Connie is the younger of two girls.
Following their language training, Isaac and Connie will be
serving the Lord in Mexico in a leadership training role.
July 1997

secured the permission it needs to rent a
theater, but meanwhile, it too is experiencing the presence of the Lord. I am
encouraged about what is going on in the
area of praise and worship, and you can
thank the Lord with me for this.
Jake and Nancy Shenk have been ministering in Zimbabwe since 1958. Currently Jake is bishop of the Zimbabwe
Brethren in Christ Church.

T

he Lord continues to bless the church
with growth. Two weeks ago I was at
Phumula Mission and baptized 43 people. It was very encouraging to see new
life in the church there. Four new congregations have been planted in the past
several months and a fifth one is presently being planted. In the Gokwe area, some
of our people conducted a funeral service
in Chief Simuchembu's area. He was so
impressed by the group that he asked

them to plant a church in his area. A
church was planted at Gwabazabuya in
the Gwayi District. Most of the people
are polygamous and need much teaching.
Opportunities seem to abound. Pray that
the church will seize these opportunities
to reach many people for the Lord.

God at work...
through a life lived
for him
George and Rachel Kibler have been
serving in Zambia since April 1995 in
various capacities. (They had previously
served two terms from 1959 to 1972.)
They consider Cumberland Valley Brethren in Christ Church in Pennsylvania
their home congregation.
A special blessing to us was a funeral
we attended. Yes, a funeral. The old man

was 94 years of age, a Christian for many
years. He was a credible, aggressive
Christian. The funeral service was held
in a church which he built. He had been
sick for some time and a few weeks
before the funeral he told the teacher at a
school near his village that no one should
cry at his funeral. "I know where I am
going. All you should do is sing." It was
a most victorious funeral. He also has a
very outstanding family. Thirteen children, 75 grandchildren, and 57 great
grandchildren. Many of them have been
overseas somewhere for education and
now are filling important positions in
Zambia, both in the church and in the
work place. His one son is Stephen
Muleya, a former teacher who is the treasurer of our church. We met so many people whom we had known as small children when we were here years ago.
continued on page 17

Personnel Profile:

Trevor and Sherry Main

Trevor and Sherry both grew up in homes where Christ
was head. Camp Kahquah provided the setting where Trevor,
as a nine-year-old camper, prayed with a counsellor and
received Jesus as his Savior. Through the ministry of the
Wainfleet Brethren in Christ Church, Trevor found encouragement, instruction, and affirmation of the Lord's leading
toward the mission field. Sherry turned to Jesus as her Savior during a Grade 8 Sunday school class. The Zurich Mennonite Church provided love and nurture for her, and was the
place where an interest in missions was sparked. During
their teenage years, Trevor and Sherry offered themselves to
serve the Lord wherever he would lead, including missions.
Both Trevor and Sherry graduated from Emmanuel Bible
College, Kitchener, Ontario, with degrees emphasizing missions. During their early college days they found themselves serving together on the college's missions committee
and met regularly at mission's prayer meetings. During the summer of
1988, Trevor and Sherry participated on short-term mission assignments. Trevor served with the Northern Canada Evangelical Mission in
the Northwest Territories among the Dene people, while Sherry served
with the Mennonite Board of Missions, working with the children of
migrant workers in Colorado. Their common interest in missions was
a very significant part of their growing relationship. They were married
on August 4, 1990.
In their final years of study before graduation from college, Trevor
and Sherry had shared their interest in missions with Bishop Harvey
Sider. Bishop Sider encouraged them toward pastoral service in North
America as a means through which God could further prepare them for
future missionary service. God opened a door for service at the congregation which they were attending at the time. The Main's were
invited to begin serving as the pastoral couple at the Rosebank BrethJuly 1997

Trevor, Kyle, Christina, and Sherry
ren in Christ Church, Ontario, Canada, in January 1991.
Trevor was ordained in April 1995. Throughout their
more than six years of service at Rosebank, they found
joy in ministry, grew spiritually, and learned many valuable lessons.
Trevor and Sherry have two children. Kyle was born
May 27, 1992, and his sister Christina on March 17,
1994. As a family they enjoy camping, fishing, and the
beauty of God's creation. Kyle and Christina particularly enjoy crafts, coloring, and listening to and acting out
stories.
In August the Mains will begin learning Spanish at the
Missionary Language School at Rio Grande Bible Institute, Edinburgh, Texas, in preparation for service with
Brethren in Christ World Missions in Venezuela.
Evangelical
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Rebels seize Zaire's capital;
feared bloodbath didn't occur
Rebels who began seizing territory in
eastern Zaire some seven months ago
arrived in Kinshasa, the capital, on Saturday, May 17. Their leader, Laurent Kabila, declared himself president, and Mobutu Sese Seko, who had ruled Zaire for
nearly 32 years, left the country.
The bloodbath some had feared in this
city of 5 million did not happen. Initial
reports from the Zairian Red Cross indicate some 200 died—mostly looters and

government soldiers who offered resistance.
"Thank you to everyone who has been
praying about this situation. It feels like
last weekend's events were an answer to
prayer," wrote Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) workers Ann and Bruce
Campbell-Janz in an e-mail to MCC
headquarters in Akron. The couple directs
MCC work in Zaire.
However, some areas of Kinshasa did

suffer heavy looting, including the home
of MCC's Zairian administrator, Epampia
mbo Wato. The family was frightened but
unharmed. Pakisa Tshimika of Mennonite Brethren Missions/Services reported
many houses in his neighborhood were
looted. When some looters tried but failed
to get through his gate, Tshimika said he
felt "protected by angels." The looting
appears to have stopped as the rebels,
known as the Alliance, established control.
The overall mood in Kinshasa is joyful. "It's as if people are breathing a collective sigh of relief," writes Ann. Under
Mobutu's dictatorial rule, people had seen
their country disintegrate—the economy

Dynamic crafts from dynamic countries
find their way to North America

When an organization works with artisans in more than 30
Third World countries, change and uncertainty are constant companions. Ten Thousand Villages' introduction of items from West
Africa is no exception.
Ten Thousand Villages is a nonprofit marketing program of
Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) that provides vital, fair
income to artisans around the world.
Transporting handcrafted items from artisans to North America is a complicated task in the best of times. Customs must be
paid, shippers chosen, strikes avoided, and dry containers hoped
for. In addition, conditions can change unexpectedly within a
country with incredible speed.
After working hard to introduce handicrafts from Zaire in
early May, Ten Thousand Villages staff now find that all their
promotional materials mentioning Zaire must be reworded. When
Laurent Kabila toppled longtime leader Mobutu Sese Seko in
mid-May, Zaire became the Democratic Republic of Congo
(Congo).
This leaves Ten Thousand Villages with many items marked
"Zaire"—and many "outdated" promotional resources. The positive side to this dilemma is that Americans are more aware of that
part of Africa than they were just a few months ago.
In stores across North America, customers will find a range of
handcrafted items from Congo: wooden masks from the Kuba,
Nkumu, and Mitoke tribal cultures, toy cars and airplanes made
from recycled aluminum and copper, folding chairs fashioned
from ebony wood, and musical rattles crafted from tin and bamboo. The sale of these items benefits artisans who have few other
options in a country with a collapsed infrastructure. By purchasing handcrafted items from Congo, North Americans can make an
impact in a country hoping to build a better future.
Handicrafts from Burkina Faso and Nigeria will also be available this summer for the first time at stores marketing Ten Thousand Villages handicrafts. Musical instruments, mudcloth, and
batiks show the rich artistic and cultural heritage of these West
African countries.
The sale of these items brings needed income to artisans
including Matthieu Zemane, a master at making intricate batik
cloth, and Sissao Hamidou, a leather crafter, in Burkina Faso,
while also adding beauty and color to homes in North America.
16
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MCC worker in Kinshasa prepares Congolese masks for a firstever shipment to Ten Thousand Villages.
Bill and Betty Bauman, former MCC workers in Kenya, visited West Africa on behalf of Ten Thousand Villages, and are
excited about new opportunities: "Having experienced the pulse
that [gives rise to] artistic expression in Congo, the energy and
dignity of Nigerian craftspeople, and the promising optimism of
artisan traditions of Burkina Faso, we see this is a part of the
world where only temporary barriers can stand in the way of the
centuries-old desire to communicate through trade and cultural
exchange."
Now entering its 51st year, Ten Thousand Villages, formerly
SELFHELP Crafts of the World, provides vital, fair income to
Third World people by selling their handicrafts and telling their
stories in North America. Ten Thousand Villages works with
artisans who would otherwise be unemployed or underemployed.
This income helps pay for food, education, health care, and housing. Thousands of volunteers in Canada and the United States
work with Ten Thousand Villages in their home communities. To
find the nearest Ten Thousand Villages store, phone (717) 8598100 (Akron, Pa.) or (519) 662-1879 (New Hamburg, Ont.) or
visit the organization's web site at <http://www.villages.ca>
An MCC worker in Kinshasa prepares Congolese masks for a
first-ever shipment to Ten Thousand Villages, a nonprofit marketing program of Mennonite Central Committee that provides
vital, fair income to artisans around the world.
July 1997

had collapsed and government services
became non-existent.
"People were clamoring for a change,"
notes Bruce. "The hope now is for
democracy and elections." The country—
which is the third largest in Africa in
area—will need at least a year to prepare
for elections, he predicts. Many of the
nation's 40 million inhabitants have
known no president other than Mobutu.
"I feel the Mennonite church here has
a potentially very important role to play in
the message of peace—that peace does
not just mean lack of war," writes Bruce.
A small group of Mennonites has been
meeting over the past month to discuss
producing peace posters.
Zairian Christians have provided spiritual support to the MCC workers during
the past months, which were filled with
uncertainty. In addition to the CampbellJanzs, one other MCC worker—Michael
Salomons—was in the capital during the
rebel takeover.
At a May 12 chapel service in the
building where MCC has its office, Pastor
Mama Lala reminded those gathered that
"neither Kabila not Mobutu could separate us from the love of God," recall the
Campbell-Janzs.
"She was right and we have felt the
power of God's encompassing love,"
wrote the Campbell-Janzs. "We do not
know exactly what this change in government will mean but we do know that
whatever it is, it will not be able to separate us from the powerful love of God.
That's true liberation!"
The MCC workers did not attend
church services on Sunday, May 18, fearing their presence might attract too much
attention. However, a delegation from the
Mennonite Church of Zaire later came to
check on them. Pastor Mpoyi, one of the
visitors, reminded them that they had
talked about God's protection the previous Sunday and that God had been faithful to his promise. "This was a good
reminder," notes Bruce.
The MCC workers are looking forward to working in the same country once
again. Eastern Zaire, where MCC workers
Fidele Lumeya and Krista Rigalo live,
had been cut off from Kinshasa since
October 1996 when rebels seized control
of Bukavu. Mennonite communities had
also been cut off from one another, except
for ham radio contacts.
Zaire's new leader has renamed the
country the "Democratic Republic of
Congo." Congo was the name in 1960
immediately after the nation became independent from Belgium. Mobutu later
named the country Zaire.
•
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G o d at work...
continued from page 15

After the burial we were invited to go
to the village of the "old man" for food.
To get there you had to cross a large, very
muddy swamp. We drove as far as we
could. We got out to walk but the
youngest son had a vehicle there and told
us to get in and he would get us across the
swamp. We got in and the only way was
to "gun it and go." We made it, too. Coming back, someone brought us as far as the
swamp, but couldn't get across it. We
walked. I learned that day to step on the

tall river grass and make a path for my
feet to walk on. The grass is sturdy. I was
wearing white sneakers and I just got a
small amount of mud on my shoes and
my feet weren't wet at all. So I guess I am
now a credible swamp walker! The family wrote a letter of thanks to our church
for all of us who had come and "even
crossed the swamp" to be with them. I
mention this because I believe the principle of going where the people are rather
than sitting and waiting for them to come
to our churches is a good one, not just in
Zambia.
•

Thefrights

of

furlough

by Janni Nunziato
Expecting to host missionaries in your church in the near future?
John Michael and Rebecca Nunziato offer the following tips on how
you can make it a positive experience for visiting missionary children.
• Let us (or our parents) know what to expect ahead of time. How
do other kids dress? Will we be in a Sunday school class the whole time
or participate in the worship service ? How long do the services last and
where will our parents be? If possible, arrange for us to meet a "buddy"
who will go with us to our class and be a friend.
• In Sunday school, introduce us as you would any other visitors,
rather than making a point to make us feel "special." Interesting facts
such as where we were born, what other languages we speak or what
our parents do can wait until the morning is almost over. That gives us
a chance to blend in and feel comfortable during Sunday school, as well
as showing the other children that being a missionary kid isn't really
that big a deal. If we plan to visit you for more than one Sunday, give
us time to be accepted by the other children before asking us to share
about our "unique" experiences on the mission field. Or you could tell
the other kids about us ahead of time and spare us the embarrassment
of a "special" introduction.
• If we will be with you for an extended period, wait a while before
asking us to sing or play an instrument in front of the entire congregation. It's a lot less scary to get up in front of friends than performing for
a group of strangers.
• Get to know us. Invite us over to play with your kids, to go out for
ice cream or pizza! Not only would we have fun but our parents could
enjoy some time alone.
• Find out when our birthdays are. Our traveling schedule may not
permit us to be with close friends or family on these special days.
Being remembered by a new friend can be really special.
Reprinted with permission from The Gospel Message (Vol. 104, 1996, No. 3),
10000 North Oak. Kansas City, MO 54155.
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News

Notes of Congregational Activities in North America

Allegheny Conference
David Miller became director of
youth and young adults on May 4
f o r the A i r H i l l c o n g r e g a t i o n ,
C h a m b e r s b u r g , Pa. •
Terry
Brensinger led revival services May
30—June 1 at the Antrim church,
Chambersburg. • Becky Herr was
guest speaker in the May 18 service
of the Canoe Creek church, Hollidaysburg. Pa. • Ken and Linda Letner led family emphasis meetings
for the C h a m b e r s b u r g church May
17-18. • T h e F a i r v i e w A v e .
church. Waynesboro, Pa., had a singles social and a sandwich sale for
summer missions on May 24. •
Dick Marks, director of the Waynesboro YMCA spoke at the Father's

Day banquet June 21 of the Five
Forks church, Waynesboro.
Former baseball all-star Pat
Kelly was evangelist in May 18 services of the H o l l o w e l l church,
Waynesboro. • Gerald Book was
guest speaker on May 25 at the Iron
S p r i n g s church, Fairfield, Pa. •
"The Work of Missionaries" was the
message on May 25 by A1 and Thata
Book at the M a r t i n s b u r g , Pa.,
church. • May 28 was clubs roller
skating night for the M t . R o c k
church, Shippensburg, Pa. • The
youth of the M t . T a b o r church,
Mercersburg. Pa., hosted a spaghetti supper on May 3. The church
enjoyed the music of the Angel
Handbell Choir on June 1. • The

Change at Evangel
Publishing House helm
by Roger L. Williams
As the flood of change
sweeps one up in its relentless
torrent, one can only pray that
a life-saver will come by before it is too late. Glen Pierce
is proving to be just such a lifesaver.

As of June 2, 1997, Glen A.
Pierce, general editor of the
Brethren in Christ Church,
assumed duties related to
Evangel Publishing House administration after Gary Freymiller left the Board for Media

Glen Pierce, the familiar fellow with coat and tie, accepts a
contribution to the "Publishing Fund" from a donor wearing a
Korean dance mask, who has illusions of remaining anonymous.
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youth of the New Guilford church.
Chambersburg, gave a Mother's
Day breakfast to help fund summer
trips. • D w a y n e Potteiger led
revival meetings May 4-7 for the
South Mountain Chapel congregation. Shippensburg.

Atlantic Conference
The C i r c l e of H o p e church.
Philadelphia. Pa., has received a
grant from the Mustard Seed Foundation which will allow for a parttime partner pastor. May 31 was the
scheduled opening night for a coffee
house ministry. • The youth performed skits in the morning service
May 4 of the Conoy congregation,
Elizabethtown, Pa. In the evening
Ethel and John Sider spoke about
India. • On May 28 a special council of the C r o s s R o a d s church.
Mount Joy, Pa., discussed building
plans. Randy Miller was in concert
Apr. 27. • The Reach summer missions project to Tennessee of the
Fairland church, Cleona, Pa., was
entirely funded at $9,700 by May.
Luke Keefer Sr. was love feast
speaker May 18 for the Free Grace
congregation, Millersburg, Pa. Tami
Campbell was soloist and Margaret
Kocher, speaker, for the June 7
w o m e n ' s rose breakfast. • The

Ministries for another job.
Glen will assume these duties
in addition to his current role
as editor of the Evangelical
Visitor. Additional responsibilities will be related to negotiations with authors, book
publishing, book marketing,
and curriculum development
and marketing (Jubilee and
Wesleyan curricula). Evangel
Publishing House intends to
continue publishing academic
books related to the theological streams of the Brethren in
Christ Church. We also will
continue fulfilling our mission
of publishing and distributing
books, video, and other media
designed specifically for and
about the Brethren in Christ
Church.
One of Glen's first official
duties in his new role was to
accept a monetary gift for the
"Publishing Fund" from a
donor who wished to remain
anonymous. The "Publishing
Fund" is a Board for Media
Ministries fund available for

Hershey, Pa., church has begun a
play group for birth to four-yearolds on Tuesdays. • Amos and
Gladys Karnacker and their lighthearted "Tails from the Barnyard"
entertained at the May 9 motherdaughter banquet of the Lancaster.
Pa., women. •> On May 4 the Clarion Choir of the M a n o r church,
Mountville, Pa., gave the musical
"Daniel, Darius, and DeLion."
Lynn Somers and Friends were
the guests bringing puppetry and
song to the June 8 Children's Day
service at the M i l l e r s v i l l e , Pa.,
church. • The theme of the May 22
mother-daughter banquet for the
M o u n t P l e a s a n t church. Mount
Joy, Pa., was "How Does Your Garden Grow?" • The Puppet Praise
youth team ministered in the May
18 service of the New Hope church,
Harrisburg, Pa. • The New Joy
church, Ephrata, Pa., welcomed 10
new members May 4. • The theme
of the women's spring brunch May
24 of the Palmyra, Pa., church was
"A Season to Sing" with vocalist
Alice Lauver. • Bill and Nancy
Hoke showed slides about India and
Nepal in the May 4 Sunday school
hour of the Pequea church. Lancaster, Pa. The bell choir gave a concert
at the New Joy church on May 18.

contributors interested in furthering the literature ministry
of the denomination. Others
interested in making contributions to support literature
development can contact Glen
or Roger L. Williams, executive director of the Board for
Media Ministries.
For the past 17 years, Glen
has provided editorial leadership for denominational books
and curriculum as well as the
monthly magazine. Prior to
coming to the Board for
Media Ministries, Glen served
with Brethren in Christ Missions as Secretary of Home
Ministries. He has a double
major in Biblical Literature
and Religion from Messiah
College as well as a Masters
degree in Religion from Temple University.
Mrs. Nancy Lentz, assistant
life saver, will be assuming
responsibilities in the areas of
order taking, order fulfillment
and billing for the publishing
operations.
•
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Dan Keefer was installed May 4
in a combined service of the Refton.
Pa., church. • On May 11 the Silverdale. Pa., church welcomed 16
new members. A teacher appreciation luncheon and Christian education seminar on May 18 was attended by over 40 people. • The 50+
group of the Skyline View church,
Harrisburg. Pa., hosted a comedy
dinner presentation June 7, "This Is
God...I Need You." Money went
toward a fall missions trip to Kentucky. • The youth of the Speedwell Heights church, Lititz, Pa., led
the worship service May 25, including giving the message. Puppet
Praise entertained at the May 10
mother-daughter banquet. • On
May 10 the teens of the Summit
View church. New Holland, Pa.,
rented themselves out for work in
local homes.

Canadian Conference
Marion Ford portrayed Jochebed, mother of Moses, at the May 15
mother-daughter banquet at the
Bertie church, Stevensville, Ont. •
John and Ethel Sider, missionaries
to India, spoke in the May 25 service at the Boyle church, St. Ann's,
Ont. • Bring a Friend Day, May 4,
at the Bridlewood church, Agincourt, Ont., ended with a carry-in
lunch. • Lois Ann Richards was
speaker at the May 11 Mom's Day
breakfast of the Cheapside congregation, Nanticoke, Ont. • On June
6-8, the 35th anniversary celebration at the Cross Roads Memorial
church, Guelph, Ont., included a
Friday concert, Saturday youth
activities and barbecue, and Sunday
worship and closing rally.
Connie Flagg spoke at the May
11 Mother's Day tea of the Heise
Hill church. Gormley, Ont. • On
May 4 the K i n d e r s l e y , Sask.,
church passed the $300,000 cash
mark and commenced building. The
new land was dedicated June 1. •
The Gospel Echoes Prison Ministry
Team led a May 4 service at the
Oak Ridges, Ont., church. • Pastor
Kathleen Leadley preached a series
recently at the O r c h a r d Creek
church, St. Catharines, Ont., on
"Solomon: Lives of the Rich and
Famous." • Two persons were baptized and Awana recognitions were
made in the May 18 service of the
Port Colborne, Ont., church.
The Ridgemount congregation,
Hamilton, Ont., planned a garage
sale for May 10. A sermon series on
"Home Improvements" began in
May. • The children of the Sherkston, Ont., church gave the musical
"Amazing Grace" on May 24. •
"Pitch and Praise: Extreme Faith"
was the theme as 26 youth and leadJuly 1997

ers of the Springvale. Ont., church
braved the weather on a tenting
weekend May 16-19. • The Westheights church. Kitchener, Ont. conducts Adventure Club for ages 3-11
two Sunday nights a month with
music, crafts, stories, skits, and
games.

Central Conference
Fred Holland spoke in the May
11 service of the Amherst church.
Massillon, Ohio. Building pledges
reached $130,500 by mid-May. •
The Beulah Chapel congregation,
Springfield, Ohio, helped with
Memorial Holiness Camp cleanup
on May 24. • Bill Dunfee was the
May 4 guest speaker for the Christian Union congregation. Garrett,
Ind. Bishop Byers' annual visit was
scheduled for June 8. • Bishop
Byers spoke on "Flirting Christians"
on May 11 at the Highland church.
West Milton, Ohio. The Kingdom
Kids Club final fun night with families was May 21.
A May 10 hayride at Camp
Lakeview was attended by 56 persons of the Lakeview church. Goodrich. Mich. • Sam Hollingsworth
preached on May 18 at the Pleasant Hill. Ohio, church as part of a
pulpit exchange with the Fairview
church, Englewood, Ohio. • The
Sippo Valley congregation. Massillon, Ohio, has a new TV/VCR for
Christian education use. • Four persons were baptized on May 25 into
the fellowship of the Wooster,
Ohio, church. • "The Healthy
Church" was the topic of a series of
sermons recently at the Western
Hills church, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Midwest Conference
"The Jesus Expedition" was the
theme of VBS May 26-30 at the
Bethany church. Thomas, Okla. A
Mother's Day brunch May 10 was
attended by 80 persons. • The Red
Star congregation, Leedey, Okla.,
welcomed two new members in
April. The church provided 55
desserts for a dinner hosted by the
local ministerium to honor local
high school graduates and parents.
• The Zion congregation, Abilene,
Kan., had annual family camp May
30-31 at Living Water Ranch.

Pacific Conference
On May 25 the Chino, Calif.,
congregation hosted the Riverside,
Calif., and New C o m m u n i t y ,
Pomona, Calif., churches to celebrate conclusion of the 50-Day
Adventure in which they all participated. • Wednesday studies recently at the Pacific Highway church,

E.V. Timelines

Selected from the archives of the EVANGELICAL VISITOR

100 Years Ago
July 15, 1897—A news item entitled
"Gospel Wagon": "It was left to Bro. A.
L. Eisenhower of this place to supervise the building of a wagon to be used
specially in gospel work. It is a structure, the proportions of
which are 7xl4x6'/2 feet. The arrangements are unique
indeed, furnishing a 'house of pilgrimage' for four workers.
It is furnished with chairs, table, cots for four, gasoline
stove, etc. It can be divided into apartments by sliding curtains.... The wagon was taken from Abilene on the 26th of
June to Belle Springs where dedicatory services were held
on the 27th. The outlay was above $80.00...."

75 Years Ago
July 3, 1922—1. C. Engle, of Clayton, Ohio: "A school
for the middle west was one of the subjects at General Conference at Grantham which was freighted with interest....
Among those who took part in the deliberations was one of
our dear African missionaries who is home on furlough. His
message was short, but Oh! so much implied. If every one
of our dear people had the vision which was back of this
short message—a vision of desperate need—our middle
west school would soon be in existence and—Grantham
would not suffer, Beulah | Upland] would continue to live."

5 0 Years Ago
July 14, 1947— 'The Joy of the Whole Earth," the General Conference sermon, by Bishop A.D.M. Dick of India,
was printed in its entirety. The last sentence: "With sin and
evil destroying the good and beautiful in the world around
us; with discontent written across the face of our fair land,
in all the social, political, and economic upheavals that are
disturbing us so much; with the sanctity of the home and
hearth being despised and desecrated; with the crash of
empires and kingdoms, the wails of the bereaved in war and
famine, the moans of the suffering and the cries of the hungry almost deafening us by day and night; let us see well to
it that the Church of the first-born, the universal assembly
of saints, the spiritual Zion in the world today—yea, our
own beloved Brotherhood—does not disappoint them who
may turn in hope to her: but that she may remain intact
with her soaring towers testifying to her union with God;
and with her broad and mighty bulwarks of faith defying the
onslaughts of evil and darkness, and offering salvation and
security to mankind who is hounded unto eternity's death by
the genius of iniquity; and with her lovely gardens and
palaces of spiritual fellowship and holy delight—remaining
truly the City of the Great King, the Desire of all Nations,
the Perfection of Beauty, the Joy of the whole Earth.
Amen."

25 Years Ago
July 25, 1972—John E. Zercher editorialized: "We do
violence to the New Testament understanding of the church
and the gifts to the church when we assume that all we
continued on page 20
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need is the Scriptures in the language and the hands of the
people. The church has the responsibility to teach sound
doctrine and to counter error. For this reason pastors and
teachers were and are given."

10 Years Ago

Southeast Conference

July 1987—John Byers, in "Three R's for encountering
evil": "We Brethren in Christ need to be conscious of the
evil forces that are encountered as we seek to fulfill our
mission. We are a people of vision.... Although the vision
is right, and people are reaching out, there seems to be a
'power slippage'.... With such tools as truth, righteousness, faith, and the Word of God, the believer can harness
the divine power of Christ."

On May 4, three persons were
baptized into the fellowship of the
Holden Park congregation, Orlando. Fla. • The five Kentucky congregations had an evening missions
rally May 18 at the Knifley Chapel
church, during which $2,358 was
given to build churches in India. A
couple from the Campbellsville
church contributed $800 towards
one of the churches. Missionaries

MONEY
MATTERS

God's grace..,
our response
by Philip D. Keefer

Cooperative Ministries
Receipts, Year to Date
United
1997

J a n u a r y 1 - M a y 31,1997
States
1996

Canada
1997

1996

Proportionate
Congregational
Individual

808.506
765.942
42.564

727.275
690,664
36,611

Designated and
Direct Giving
Congregational
Individual

221.347
120,526
100,821

215,580
96,622
118,958

1.029.853

942.855

135.653 123.769

Total Budget
3,877.632 3,781.056
Received to Date
26.6%
24.9%

400,000* 472.000
34%
26%

Total to Date

135.653 123.769
134,596 123,769
1,057
0
22.616
20,966
1,650

3.821
3,821
00**

Notes: *Canadian Conference total budget does not include designated or direct giving
**Individual Direct Giving to Agencies-figures not available.
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Salem, Ore., on "Great People of the
Bible" were facilitated by lay members. • Bob Hempy started in June
as part-time teaching pastor and
development pastor of senior adult
ministries at the Upland, Calif.,
church. • The Metzlers. Mennonite
missionaries to China, spoke May 1
to the joint Bible study groups of
the Walnut, Calif., congregation.
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speaking at the rally were Mary
Biser, Nancy Peterman, A1 and
Thata Book, Abe and Mildred
Yoder, and Steve and Bonnie Westberry. • Abe and Mildred Yoder
spoke about Africa in the May 18
morning service of the Millerfields
church, C o l u m b i a . Ky., about
Africa. • On June 6 the Highland
P a r k women. Dublin, Va., had a
meal and program while the men
were at a Promise Keepers rally.

Susquehanna Conference
Robert Whitaker from Hobe
Sound in Florida led revival meetings May 18-25 for the Big Valley
church, Belleville, Pa. • The stewardship committee of the Carlisle.
Pa., church hosted a seminar May 1
about long-term health care. The
church office is now online, each
staff member having an e-mail

The shanties appear to be stacked on top of each other as one
leaves Caracas for Cagua, Venezuela. The hills outside Caracas
are very steep and the houses are so close, they appear to be on
top of each other.
It is easy to observe adults and children moving in and out of
their homes. Children play with sticks and whatever toys they
may happen to have. Many adults sit around their homes, which
are no larger than many of our living rooms. There is apparently
nothing for them to do: no lawn to mow, no shrubs to trim, no car
to wash, no garden to cultivate. The people are obviously materially poor by our standards.
Following is some provocative data from Latter Rain Ministries, Litchfield, 111.
We all have heard about keeping up with the Joneses. To
live like at least a billion people in the world, we would
have to:
Take away all our furniture except the kitchen table and one
chair.
Take away all our clothing except for one change of clothes.
Empty the pantry, except for a small amount of flour, sugar,
salt, and a little bag of rice.
Dismantle the bathroom and shut off the water and electricity in our home.
Take away the house and move into the tool shed.
Remove all our neighbor's houses and set up a shantytown.
Cancel all our newspaper and magazine subscriptions. But
we don't mind because we are illiterate.
Leave one small radio for the whole shantytown.
Move all clinics, hospitals, and doctors out and replace
them with midwives.
Throw away all our bankbooks, stock certificates, pension
plans and insurance policies, and leave each family with
$5 cash to hoard.
Give each head of the family three tenant acres to cultivate
[On this he can raise $300 in cash crops, of which onethird goes to the landlord and one-tenth to the local
moneychangers).
July 1997

address. • The Juniata Mennonite
Choir presented "The Storytellin'
Man" on May 22 at the C e d a r
Grove church. Mifflintown, Pa.
Kid's Day was celebrated from noon
to 4:30 on May 18. • The Dillsburg. Pa., church honored high
school graduates May 21 at a dinner.
• The Day family sang and spoke at
the May 8 women's banquet at the
Fairview church. New Cumberland,
Pa.
The Grantham. Pa., church now
has a home page on the World Wide
Web. Ruth Lehman spoke May 11
on dealing with grief at a caregivers'
seminar. • The G r e e n G r o v e
church. Spring Mills, Pa., had family talent night May 18. The junior
youth enjoyed a progressive dinner
on May 24. • The Jemison Valley
church had their 20th annual night
of music May 18. • The May sermon series at the Locust Grove

church. York, Pa., was based on the
book Experiencing God by Blackaby and King. Carl Shank spoke in
the May 11 service.

and highlight the news you wish
reported. Your effort makes our job
go a lot faster.

Dave Hershberger was installed
in April as director of worship at the
Mechanicsburg, Pa., church. The
congregation's fourth annual golf
tournament was planned for May 31
at Silver Spring. • The Messiah
Village church, Mechanicsburg,
welcomed seven new members on
May 4. • The Redland Valley congregation, York Haven, Pa., planned
their annual chicken barbecue for
June 7. • Sharon Nelson of the
West Shore congregation, Mechanicsburg, is serving six weeks this
summer under Teens in Missionary
Service (TIMS) at Navajo Mission.

For The
Record

Thanks to all correspondents
who order your bulletins by date
(earliest date on top), staple them,

Lord, what am I to do?"
What difference would it make if we based our giving on
our blessings, our "prosperity?" What difference would it
make if our blessings were compared to the one billion
"Joneses?" David in preparing for the building of the temple
by his son, Solomon, gave and challenged the people to
give. What they gave they realized came from the Lord.
"Everything we have has come from you, and we give you
only what you have already given us" (1 Chronicles 29:14b,
NLT).
We are rich people when we compare ourselves with the
rest of the world. In 1 Timothy, Paul writes: "Tell those who
are rich in this world not to be proud and not to trust in their
money, which will soon be gone. But their trust should be in
the living God, who richly gives us all we need for our
enjoyment. Tell them to use their money to do good. They
should be rich in good works and should give generously to
those in need, always being ready to share with others whatever God has given them. By doing this they will be storing
up their treasure as a good foundation for the future so that
they may take hold of real life (6:17-19, NLT)."
Paul is commanding those who are rich in this world's
goods to be rich in good deeds, quick to share, quick to part
with their assets for kingdom causes, and in doing so they
will lay up treasures in heaven.
Many are thinking as you read this, "But I'm not rich." In
his book, Money, Possessions, and Eternity, Randy Alcorn
writes, "Statistically, if you have sufficient food, decent
clothes, live in a house that keeps the weather out, and own a
reasonably reliable means of transportation, you are among
the top 15 percent of the world's wealthy.
"If you have any money saved, a hobby that requires
some equipment or supplies (fishing, hunting, skiing, astronomy, coin collecting, painting), a variety of clothes in your
closet, two cars (in any condition), and live in your own
home, you are in the top 5 percent of the world's wealthy."
July 1997

Births
Brackbill: Nala Nicole, Apr. 27;
Doug and Nancy (Shellenberger)
Brackbill, Cedar Grove congregation, Pa.
Cober: Joshua Aaron, May 8;
Neal and Bev (Good) Cober, Westheights congregation, Ont.
Collingwood: Caitlin Ivy Marie,
Mar. 27; Brad and Ann Marie
Collingwood, Ridgemount congregation, Ont.
Cowfer: Emma Rachel, Apr. 8;

James and Brenda Cowfer, Cross
Roads congregation, Pa.
Dickel: Brianna Michelle, May
4; Terry and Bonnie (Schaefer)
Dickel. Millersville congregation.
Pa.
Egolf: Emily Kathrine, May 21;
Brian and Sandy Egolf, Five Forks
congregation, Pa.
Frymire: Carley Jaye, May 21;
Robert and Annie (Lorenz) Frymire,
Bethany congregation, Okla.
Graybill: Lillian Paige, Apr. 13;
Robert Jr. and Samantha Graybill,
Palmyra congregation. Pa.
Little: Rachel Elizabeth, May 2;
Shirey and Charlotte Little, Cedar
Grove congregation, Pa.
Lundblade: Benjamin Joseph,
Mar. 25; David and Shirley (Johnson) Lundblade, Walnut Valley congregation, Calif.
Martin: Jack Douglas, May 5;
Barry and Linda (Black) Martin,

Jack McClane, executive director of our denomination's
missions program, reports that Brethren in Christ World
Missions is supporting 309 students in theological training.
These students would not be among the top 15 percent of the
world's wealthy. Many of them would be among the one billion Joneses.
Cooperative Ministries supports these nationals in theological training as well as all our church planting pastors in
North America. The funds required for the total ministry of
Cooperative Ministries in 1997 is $3,877,632. A significant
amount, $671,357, will need to be provided by individuals'
giving.
Our primary purpose for giving should not be need; it
should be our response to God's grace. What we have is
because of God's grace: God giving us what we do not
deserve.
Our giving should not just be directed toward those
through whom we give (such as our church, our regional
conference, or to Cooperative Ministries). Our giving should
ultimately be directed toward God. He is the one to whom
we give. He is the Creator, the source, the provider, the
motivator, the need-meeter. He is also the recipient, for, "He
who gives to the poor lends to the Lord." And, "When you
did it to one of the least of these my brothers and sisters, you
were doing it to me."

Philip D. Keefer is Director of Stewardship for the Brethren in
Christ Church.
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Chambersburg congregation, Pa.
Merkey: Chelsea Rae, May 20;
Ray and Angie (Brubaker) Merkey,
Mastersonville congregation, Pa.
Musser: Marissa Kaylee, Apr.
18; Philip and Lisa (Stouffer) Musser, Mt. Rock congregation, Pa.
Neal: Tristan Logan, Feb. 15;
Gerald and Cherie (Wickenhiser)
Neal, Skyline View congregation,
Pa.
Schneider: Christopher, Dec.
26, 1996; adopted son of Brian and
Fran Schneider, Westheights congregation, Ont.
Soles: Jared Arthur, May 12;
Dwight and Faithe (Allison) Soles,
Cedar Grove congregation, Pa.
S u t h e r l a n d : Scott Timothy
Ellis, Mar. 24; Rob and Trish (Ellis)
Sutherland, Ont.
Thomas: Hannah Rose, Apr. 28;
Greg and Tina (Phillips) Thomas,
Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.
T u r n e r : Catherine Lily, May
17; Dean and Joan (Greider) Turner,
Manor congregation, Pa.
Washinger: McKayla Kourtney, Apr. 21; Tony and Stacey
(Rotz) Washinger, Mt. Rock congregation, Pa.

Weddings
B a r r • B r o w n : Angie Lee,
daughter of Mark and Marianne
Brown, Nottingham, Pa., and Jay
Edward Jr., son of Jay and Trina
Barr, Pequea, Pa., Apr. 26, at

Pequea Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. J. Daniel Houck officiating.
Barr - Burkholder: Melissa J.,
daughter of Sherman and Tina
Burkholder, Millersville. Pa., and R.
Mitchell Barr, Peach Bottom, Pa.,
May 11, at Manor Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Robert L. Sheetz
officiating.
Browning - Sigler: Heather
Sigler, Wooster, Ohio, and Kevin
Browning, Wooster, May 17, at East
Chippewa Church of the Brethren,
with Rev. John Weaver officiating.
Gish - Kokoruda: Beth, daughter of David and Molly Kokoruda,
Old Greenwich, Conn., and Andrew,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Gish, Elizabethtown, Pa., Apr. 26, at Annapolis, Md.
H a h n - S t e r n : Cheri Ann,
daughter of Ronald and Lenora
Stern, Mechanicsburg, Pa., and
Matthew Christian, son of Barbara
Hahn, Cambridge, Md., and the late
Dr. Walter Hahn, Apr. 19, at
Grantham Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. Mary Jane Davis officiating.
H a m m e t t - D e t t m a r : Lois
Dettmar, Sellersville, Pa., and Fred
Hammett, May 17, in New Britain,
Pa., with Rev. Frederick L. Geib
officiating.
Hare - L e h m a n : Tracey A.,
daughter of Elmer and Connie
Lehman, Upper Strasburg, Pa., and

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS
You may want to know about healthcare
senior management and professional
job openings.

MENNONITE HEALTH SERVICES (MHS) seeks qualified, Christian healthcare professionals who want to know
about open positions in our 55 member institutions (acute
care, developmental disability, mental health, youth services, and retirement communities) across the U.S. You
may be interested in a job change or just want to hear
about other opportunities. MHS maintains a confidential
pool of candidates. When openings occur, MHS notifies eligible individuals about the position. Then that individual
may make a direct contact or ask MHS to share their name
for consideration.

Please send your name, address, and summary of
interests (or current resume) to:

M

fc

Mennonite Health Services
Human Resources Development
2160 Lincoln Highway East, Box 6
Lancaster, PA 17602-1150
or fax to (717) 293-7854
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Bradley Hare, son of Ed Hare, Shippensburg, Pa., and Linda Reed, St.
Thomas, Pa., May 10, at Air Hill
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
John L. Bundy officiating.
Lindstrom • Bruetsch: Ann
Bruetsch and Eric Lindstrom, May
10, in Harrisburg, Pa., with Rev.
James Spurrier officiating.
Martin - Morgan: Julie Gay,
daughter of Ronald L. and Gay Morgan, Indian Head, Md., and Matthew
M., son of Vernon Jr. and bj Martin,
Grantham, Pa., May 24, at Marbury
Baptist Church with Rev. James
Spurrier officiating.
Oberholtzer - Snook: Holly
Renae, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur Snook, Bainbridge, Pa., and
Jeffrey Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
D. Richard Oberholtzer, Marietta,
Pa., Apr. 26, at Conoy Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Marlin
Ressler officiating.
Schwebel - Ressler: Drema
Lynn, daughter of Dave and Sherry
Ressler, Conestoga, Pa., and
William Charles Schwebel, son of
Bill and Sharon Engle, and Jerry and
Carole Schwebel, May 10, at Pequea
Brethren in Christ with Rev. J.
Daniel Houck officiating.
Wenzowski - McCombs:
Suzanne Louise, daughter of Roy
and Sharon McCombs, Nanticoke,
Ont., and Jeffery Scott, son of Bruce
and Mary Wenzowski, Jarvis, Ont.,
May 2, at Cheapside Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Albert
Scholtens officiating.
Zook - Steele: Sylvia J. Steele,
daughter of Gerald and Lucille
Wingert, Lancaster, Pa., and James
L. Zook, son of Paul and Kathleen
Zook, Mount Joy, Pa., May 4, in
Lancaster, Pa., with Rev. Gerald
Wingert officiating.

and Curtis O. Byer; a stepdaughter,
Marilyn L. Smith; 11 stepgrandchildren; and 17 stepgreat-grandchildren. Dorothy had resided at Messiah Village since January 1993 and
was a member of the church there.
She had been a homemaker. The
funeral was held at the church with
Rev. Marion J. Heisey and Rev. C.
Ronald Burgard officiating. Interment was in Grantham Memorial
Park.
Crowdis: Dorothy Faye Crowdis, born July 9, 1912, in Thomas,
Okla., daughter of Samuel J. and
Lida (Garland) Goodson, died May
4. Preceding her in death were two
sisters, a brother, and 2 half-brothers. Surviving are her husband, Leo
Crowdis; 5 sons, C.L., Gordon,
Larry, Lee, and Bill; 13 grandchildren; 9 great-grandchildren; and a
sister, Eileen Jones. Dorothy was a
member of Eastern Star, First Families of the Twin Territories, and the
Bethany congregation, Okla. The
funeral was held at the church with
Rev. Reg Martin and Rev. Charles
Rickel officiating. Interment was in
Mound Valley Cemetery.

Obituaries

Tribute
We gather in memory of one of
God's choice servants, Allon B.
Dourte. Allon was born in the
Rapho District. As a young man
during World War II, he served
three years in the Civilian Public
Service, primarily at Greystone Park
in New Jersey. He then began to
work the family farm in Rapho
Township.
Married to Jeanette Frey Dourte
for 55 years, Allon was a devoted
husband. During their journey
together as a couple, Allon and
Jeanette raised four children.
Allon was soon recognized as a
young man with the character and
gifts for pastoral ministry. In 1950,
he was ordained to the Christian
ministry in the Brethren in Christ
Church. He served the Manheim and
Conoy congregations in extended
pastorates. He also had significant

Booth: William Clement Booth,
born Jan. 28, 1912, in Hagersville,
Ont., died Mar. 5. His wife, Letha
(Greenbury) preceded him in death.
Surviving are his wife, Mabel
(Hux); a daughter, Margaret Pendergast; and stepchildren, Roy
McCombs, Louise James, Hazel
Lupton, Shari Heastont, and Carl
McCombs.
William was an adherent of the
Cheapside congregation, Ont. The
funeral was at Hyde and Mott
Chapel with Rev. Albert Scholtens
and Rev Geraldine Pfaff officiating.
Interment was in Cheapside United
Cemetery.
Byer: Dorothy M. Byer, born
Jan. 13, 1911, daughter of Charles
and Retta (Fox) Kniesly, died Apr.
6. Her spouse, Clarence Byer, preceded her in death. Surviving are 3
stepsons, Donavon W., Norman E.,

Dourte: Allon Brubaker Dourte,
born Dec. 16, 1918, son of Rev.
Monroe S. and Susie (Brubaker)
Dourte, died May 5. Surviving are
his wife, Jeanette (Fry); a son,
Lamar; three daughters, Phyllis
Wissler, Elma Hess, and Alice Lauver; six grandchildren; three brothers, Eber, Jesse, and Victor; and four
sisters, Ruth Musser, Mary Martin,
Grace Wolgemuth, and Esther Snyder. He was a member of the Mastersonville congregation, Pa., where
the funeral was held with Rev. Earl
Musser officiating, assisted by Rev.
Harold Bowers, Rev. Dale Engle,
and Rev Jesse Dourte. Interment
was in Mastersonville Cemetery.
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ministry by serving numerous congregations as interim pastor. The
Cross Roads, Bethel Springs, and
Pequea congregations were impacted by Allon's short-term service
with them.
In his ministry, Allon took the
many biblical principles that he
learned on the farm and applied
them to one's spiritual life. Even
though his formal biblical education
may have been limited, Allon pastored with wisdom and brought keen
insight to situations. He loved communicating God's Word, and had a
special love for preaching and teaching on doctrine, following the Apostle Paul's challenge to "encourage
others with sound doctrine." Those
to whom Allon ministered remember him fondly as a caring and compassionate pastor, one who was gentle, but also one who could be firm
when it was called for. Allon's love
for people and his conversationalist
manner allowed him to step into
interim pastorates and serve with
great effectiveness. He loved the
church and committed himself,
throughout his life, to doing what he
could to help it develop and grow.
Though his life on earth has now
been completed, the fruit of his life
and labors will remain. On May 5,
1997, Allon B. Dourte received the
ultimate commendation from his
Lord, "Well done, good and faithful
servant. Come and share your master's happiness."
Craig E. Sider,
Bishop, Atlantic Conference
Erisman: C. Gordon Erisman,
born May 21, 1940, son of Kathryn
Erisman and the late Arthur Erisman, died May 5. Suriving along
with his mother are his wife, Ann
Marie (Ratusnock); three sons, Jeffrey G., David A., and John R.; a
daughter, Linda M. Bowman; six
grandchildren; four brothers, A.
Richard, Kenneth E., James A., and
Fred C.; and a sister, Kathleen Long.
Gordon was a self-employed insurance broker. He was an active volunteer at the Manor church, Pa., where
he was a member, and at Kenbrook
Bible Camp and Joy of Living
Camp in Ohio. He helped coordinate volunteers for construction and
repair of various Brethren in Christ
and Mennonite churches. He was a
former president and coach of the
Lancaster Metropolitan Midget
Baseball League, and an Army veteran. The funeral was held at the
Manor church with Rev. Robert L.
Sheetz officiating. Interment was in
Millersville Mennonite Cemetery.
Eyster: Agnes Elizabeth Eyster,
born July 31, 1915, in Thomas,
Okla., daughter of Ray and Miriam
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Eyster, died May 4. Preceding her in
death were two sisters and two
brothers. Surviving are a brother,
Melvin; and two sisters, Vera Akin
and Lela Engle. Agnes had lived in
Oklahoma, California, and Ohio.
She had worked for Owl Photo Co.
and Daton Processing and Engraving Co. She was a member of the
Bethany congregation where the
funeral was held with Rev. Charles
Rickel and Rev. Reg Martin officiating. Interment was in Bethany
Cemetery.
F r e y : M. Myrtle Frey, born
Aug. 18,1901, daughter of John and
Sue (Eby) Ehrhart, died Apr. 29 at
Messiah Village where she had
resided for 10 years. Surviving are a
son, Frederick M. Frey; a daughter,
Jeanette F. Dourte; six grandchildren; and seven great-grandchildren.
Her husband, Rev. Frederick Frey,
and two infant sons preceded her in
death. As a homemaker she enjoyed
entertaining missionaries and evangelists, sewing, and flower gardening. The funeral was held at the
Mastersonville church, Pa., where
she was a member, with Rev.
Harold E. Bowers officiating. Interment was in Creswell Cemetery.
Imler: Mildred H. Imler, born
Jan. 19, 1916, daughter of Ray and
Laura (Slippey) Walls, died May 15.
Her husband, James G. Imler, preceded her in death. Surviving are
two daughters, Audrey McMahon
and Sharon L. Lato; a niece, Ellen
McMullen; and a sister, Freda Webster. She was a member of the Altoona congregation, Pa. The funeral
was held at the Carn-Weaver Funeral Home with Rev. Richard Riley
officiating. Interment was in Grandview Cemetery.
Keefer: Ellsworth E. Keefer,
born Mar. 13, 1927, son of Ellis and
Pearl (Carbaugh) Keefer, died Apr.
25. Surviving are his wife, Dallie; 5
daughters, Gloria Adams, Shirley
Smeltzer, Mary Sherrod, Annabelle
Rhodes, and Debra Bookwalter; 2
sons, Soloman and Hank; 3 stepdaughters, Helen Livingston, Lucille
Horst, and Mary Souder; 5 stepsons,
James Arter, Norman Arter, James
Wible, John Wible, and Joseph
Wible; 15 grandchildren; 15 stepgrandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren; 16 stepgreat-grandchildren; 2
sisters, Margaret Morris and Lillian
Barkich; and 2 brothers, Edward and
Woodrow. Ellsworth was a member
of the Mt. Tabor congregation, Pa.,
where the funeral was held with Rev.
Roy E. Brake Sr. officiating. Interment was in Pine Grove Cemetery.
L a P l a n t e : Aaron Gordon
LaPlante, born Sept. 8, 1993, died
Apr. 24. Surviving are his parents,

Bernie and Dawn (Sherk) LaPlante;
his brother, Andrew; his grandparents, Si Sherk, and Rita Gaudin; and
great-grandparents, Ray Damude
and Jessie Showell. Aaron knew and
talked often about Jesus, loved
trains, playing in the park, and
singing. He attended the Bertie congregation with his parents. Rev. Don
Middlemiss and Rev. Mike Zenker
officiated at the funeral at the
church. Interment was in the Bertie
church cemetery.
Meyer: Florence F. Meyer, born
Mar. 28, 1916, daughter of Albert
and Annie (Gibble) Faus, died May
20. Her husband, Arnold Meyer, preceded her in death. Surviving are
three stepsons, Delbert, Vemon, and
Dale Meyer; and five sisters, Nora
Herr, Bertha Myer, Esther White,
Ruth Woglemuth, and Verna Ginder.
Florence served in home missions of
the Brethren in Christ at San Francisco, Calif., Welland and Saskatchewan, Can., Detroit, Mich.,
Canoe Creek and Saxton, Pa. She
was a member of the Upland congregation, Calif. The memorial service
was held at the Mastersonville
church, Pa., with Rev. C. Ronald
Burgard officiating. Interment was in
the Mastersonville church cemetery.

Shelley: Mary Kathryn Shelley,
born June 30, 1920, in Darke Co.,
Ohio, daughter of Chalmer and
Nancy Reichard, died Apr. 17. A
brother preceded her in death. Surviving is her brother, Deo. Mary had
taught school at Arcanum High
School and North Manchester College for 33 years. She was a member
of the Highland congregation, Ohio.
The funeral was held at Kreitzer
Funeral Home with Rev. Earnest
Weber officiating. Interment was in
Mote Cemetery.
T h u m a : Dorcas W. Thuma,
born Oct. 14, 1918, daughter of
Samuel and Maude (Keener) Wilson, died May 5. Her spouse, Daniel
A. Thuma, preceded her in death.
Surviving are two daughters,
Winifred F. Thuma and Carolyn T.
Hoke; a son, Samuel D.; two sisters,
Winifred E. Martinson and Charlene
R. Wheeler; and several grandchildren. Dorcas had resided at Messiah
Village since November 1996. She
was a retired practical nurse, a member of Eastern Star, and of the
Carlisle, Pa., congregation. The
memorial service was held at the
church with Rev. Kenneth Hoke
officiating. Interment was in
Grantham Memorial Park.
M.

Harvest
Praise Service
A Harvest Praise Service, sponsored by the Brethren in

Christ Historical Society, will be held on the farm of Jesse
and Wilma Dourte near Manheim, Pa., on September 27.
This program, which begins at 2:00 p.m., contains the
following activities:
Singing: Emerson Frey (leader)
Devotions: Eber Dourte
Testimonies: Gerald Wingert (leader)
Sermon: Luke Keefer, Sr.
Special Music: Mixed Octette
Offerings of food and money will be divided as follows: food—New Hope Ministries (Mechanicsburg and
Dillsburg), and Water Street Rescue Mission (Lancaster);
money—Paxton Ministries (Harrisburg) and the Historical
Society.
Food may be canned goods and fresh fruits and vegetables of a modestly perishable quality (e.g., potatoes, carrots, pumpkins, squash, apples). By government regulation, home processed food, such as canned fruit and jam,
can not be accepted for distribution.
Refreshments will be served following the program,
including fresh cider from the Dourte orchard.
For directions to the Dourte farm, contact one of the
following:
Jesse and Wilma Dourte, 2033 Kilmer Road, Manheim, PA 17545; telephone (717) 665-4400 or (717) 6273326), or
The Brethren in Christ Historical Society, Messiah
College, Grantham, PA 17027; telephone (717) 691-6048
or (717) 766-7767.
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Fairview, Ohio, congregation
celebrates sescfuicentennial
by Myron A. Mann
Is there anything in your life 150 years
old—perhaps an antique or two? Is there
anything in your neighborhood still alive
at 150 years? No, even the trees aren't
that old! What about your congregation?
Well the congregation where I grew up is
alive and well and thriving at 150 years!
The Fairview Brethren in Christ
Church of Englewood, Ohio chose Nov.
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Board meetings are held at Grantham,
Pa.,
unless otherwise
noted. For more
information,
contact the denominational
office, P.O. Box 290,
Grantham, Pa. 17027; phone (717)
697-2634.

July 19-27

Memorial Holiness
Camp—West Milton,
Ohio

Aug. 1-10

Roxbury Holiness
Camp—Roxbury, Pa.
1998 General
Conference Program
Committee
Niagara Holiness
Camp—NCC, Fort Erie,
Ont.
Fall Welcome
Weekend—Messiah
College, Grantham, Pa.

Aug. 18
Aug. 15-20
Aug. 29-31

Sept. 2
Sept. 6

Fall Semester begins—
Messiah College
Messiah Village Fall
Festival—
Mechanicsburg, Pa.

Messiah College Board
of Trustees
Messiah College
Oct. 18
Homecoming—
Grantham, Pa.
Commission on
Oct. 30
Ministry and Doctrine
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 Conference on the
Church and Culture—
Messiah College
Oct. 16-17

Nov. 4-6
Nov. 6-8

Leadership Council
Pastors and Spouses
Orientation

Dec. 19

Messiah College Fall
Semester ends
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16 and 17, 1996, to celebrate their oneand-a-half century history. It was a
superlatively joyous occasion as members, former members, and friends gathered on Saturday afternoon to renew longtime friendships, view displays, and fellowship over delicious homemade
refreshments. I hope my friends didn't
think me rude, but right in the middle of
an intense, getting-caught-up-on-thenews, I'd spy a dear friend from the past
and break away so I could engage in an
intense, getting-caught-up-on-the-news
conversation with that person! What peals
of laughter, what squeals of delight, what
warm hugs filled with joy and love were
shared. It was a foretaste of Heaven.
I did break away to view some of the
displays of photographs, church records,
etc. Here was my mother's Sunday
School class attendance records from
about 1914; there was a family Bible with

an entry for the marriage of my great
grandfather Abram Engle to Hannah Cassel in 1967. And over there a display of
missionaries sent out from Fairview—a
large number. Five from my immediate
family—what a rich heritage of Christian
service!
To recapture some of the feeling of
the Love Feast experience of days gone
by, we shared a common meal. Even the
menu evoked memories of thosespecial
fellowship times of the past: beef with
noodles, apple butter bread, pickled beets,
pickles, and pie. We sang some of the
beloved Love Feast hymns and viewed a
dramatization of congregational life
around Love Feast time a couple of generations back. Also a ladies quartette from
the early '50s was reunited and sang for
the occasion. Soon it was time for the
evening anniversary service.
One of the many effective committees
prepared a video based on extensive interviews with some of the long-time members. I could recall some of the same
events and people. To many of the
younger set, however, it was a fascinating
window on congregational life "way back
then," quite different from today. Reference was made to what might be done on

Atlantic Conference MPF conference
The 38th Annual Conference of the
Atlantic Missions Prayer Fellowship met
at the Fairland Church on May 3. Wanita
Burkett, MPF committee president,
chaired the meeting. The theme for the
day was "What in the world is God
doing?" Dwight Thomas, who is making
a video of music from our overseas
churches for the Centennial Celebration
of Brethren in Christ Overseas Missions,
led our music—introducing us to Spanish
and Tonga praise choruses.
John Sider gave the key-note address,
using Psalm 86:9-11. We were reminded
that we need to pray for the safety of our
overseas church planters and pastors, and
that Christians will have courage and the
church will be holy.
Louis Cober interviewed two MKs,
Andy Crider and Matt Bert, who are students at Messiah College. The children's
project this year is for the four MKs who
are college students here in the States.
There was an offering for the national
MPF project, which is to help bring the
drama team from Zimbabwe to General

Conference next year. John Summers led
us in a time of prayer, praying for needs
from each of our missions fields.
In the afternoon we heard from Nancy
Peterman, as she spoke of "What God is
doing in Colombia." God is blessing the
church there with growth and a national
pastoral team. Morris Sider told us of
what "God did 100 years ago," a review
of the beginning of overseas missions, as
the first missionary party left and began
working in the Matopos, establishing
Matopo Mission in Southern Rhodesia,
the present Zimbabwe. He also gave a
report of plans being made for the centennial celebration of overseas missions.
He is writing two books on Brethren in
Christ missions. Doris Dube in Zimbabwe
is writing a children's book. An international cookbook is being put together.
There are two tours being organized to
Africa—one this summer and one next. It
was a good day celebrating missions.
Submitted by Thata Book, Atlantic Conference MPF secretary.
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Pontius'
Puddle
Bulletins a n d n e w s l e t t e r s
reprinting "Pontius Puddle"
must pay $10 for each use to
Joel Kauffman, 111 Carter
Road, Goshen, IN 46526.
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a first date: what else, go to prayer meeting together!
There was singing, glorious singing.
Fairview had and continues to have a
strong musical tradition. A choir of present and former Fairview Choir specially
commissioned arrangement of "Come
Thou Fount," written by former member
Dwight Thomas. The men of the choir
sang the well-known "Song of the Soldier" (What a thrill!) made popular by
Messiah College male chorus of yesteryear. The Vernon Martin family sang, and
oh how they sang—from the heart and
from memory! The children's choirs of
the '60s were especially gifted and were
reassembled for the anniversary celebration. Again they lifted their voices (now
matured) in praise to the Lord.
Following the service there was more
time for fellowship, sweet because of
shared experiences, shared values, and
most of all, shared life in Jesus. A life
that transcends the barriers of time and
distance across generations. It was hard to
leave, but there was yet Sunday to be
enjoyed.
For adults, the Sunday school hour was
given over to a general sharing time for
any who wished to participate. Many
expressed deep feelings and profound
appreciation for the dedicated Christian
nurture and strong example of the faithful
folk of Fairview's past—some benefited
directly having grown up in the congregation, others indirectly having found spouses there. During the worship hour, Fred
and Grace Holland (former members)
urged the congregation to hold to the
vision and life of dedicated service handed down from their forebears, to serve this
generation as the past has been so ably
served, to reach out into the community,
into the town now a city, growing out to
and around their doors. They urged us all
to open our eyes to needs all around us
and to meet those needs under the direction and in the power of the Holy Spirit.
July 1997

The evening service was organized by
and for the youth. The Hollands spoke
again, sharing some of their personal
experiences and of the Lord's leading in
their lives. They implored their hearers
to wholeheartedly and faithfully serve the
Lord, truly a fitting close to high days of
reminiscing about the past, giving thanks

for a glorious history, and praising God
for his faithfulness. The torch is passed,
the charge is given to the next generation. Go with God!!

Myron A. Mann lives in Van Nuys, Calif.

In this world,
where hundreds
of magazines
are published,
one magazine
is published
especially for you:
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Messiah's solar car, Genesis,
concludes Sunrayce 97
in 12th position
Genesis, Messiah College's solar
racing team, crossed the finish line

for Sunrayce 97 on June 28 in Colorado Springs, Colo., earning a final

EDS awards Genesis team the
top technical award for Sunrayce 97
For the second year in a row, EDS, co-sponsor of Sunrayce, awarded
Genesis, Messiah College's solar racing team, the Renaissance Innovation Award—the race's top award honoring the team who has developed
the most innovative technical achievement on its solar vehicle. Genesis
received the award at the June 29 Sunrayce 97 awards banquet in Colorado Springs, Colo.
E D S recognized Genesis for its new motor optimization system,
designed by recent (May 1997) Messiah graduates and co-team leaders
Thane LaBarre and Jeremiah Stonge. The new system maximizes the
motor's efficiency at various speeds by controlling the air gaps between
the motor's components. For its design, the team received a glass trophy
and Messiah College receives a $1,000 cash award from EDS.
"We are honored," said team leader Brian Seip. "This is the top technical award for Sunrayce. Usually its goes to one of the larger research
universities."
In Sunrayce 95, Genesis won the award for the unique design of its
solar array, which housed the 1995 vehicle's solar panels.
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position of 12 out of 36 competitors.
Besting its own 22nd finishing position two years ago in Sunrayce 95,
this year Genesis also finished ahead
of Pennsylvania's other entries—the
University of Pennsylvania, which
finished 15th, and Drexel University,
which finished in 28th position.
Genesis ran at an overall average
speed of 33 mph throughout Sunrayce's l,230-mile course, with a total
elapsed time of 37 hours, 26 minutes.
C a l i f o r n i a State University/Los
Angeles finished Sunrayce 97 in first
place, MIT followed in second place,
and Stanford University/UC-Berkeley
snagged the third place finish.
"Certainly it would have been great
to finish in the top 10," said Genesis
team leader Brian Seip. "But we are
very happy to finish as well as we did.
The car ran extremely well—notably
superior to the '95 vehicle. We came
out here to do our best and we gave it
all that we had."
Messiah College planned to welcome back Genesis with a rally on
Thursday, July 3, at Starry Athletic
Fields at the college's Grantham, Pa.,
campus.
•
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Opening the
Word of Life
L o o k i n g at "Sin"
"For all have sinned and fall short
of the glory of G o d " (The Apostle
Paul—Romans 3:23).
"We are all fallen creatures and all
very hard to live with" (C.S. Lewis).
I hate to admit to it, but Paul and
Clive Staples are right—there's something wrong with you and me. In his
c l a s s i c w o r k , Mere
Christianity,
Lewis gets to the core of what that
"something" is when he said, "The
moment you have a self at all, there is
a possibility of putting yourself first—
wanting to be the centre—wanting to
be God, in fact. That was the sin of
Satan: and that was the sin he taught
the human race." Lewis went on to
observe that men and women have
always hoped that they '"could be like
gods'—could set up on their own as if
they had created themselves—be their
own m a s t e r s — i n v e n t some sort of
happiness for themselves outside of
God, apart from God" (p. 53).
Sin (with a capital S) is that tendency to think that we can live our
lives without God, the bent we have to
place ourselves in the center of our
lives (and other people's) where only
God should be. Sins (with a small s)
are those specific things we do as a
result of putting ourselves in the center of our world (i.e., giving ourself
instead of Christ the "first place." See
Col. 1:18).
The most common New Testament
noun for "sin" is hamartia, and hamartanein is the verb for "to sin."
Hamartia originally meant "failure"
and hamartanein "to miss the mark,"
as when a spear was thrown at a target
and fell short. Hamartanein was also
used of a traveler who misses the right
road or for failure in one's pursuits,
plans, or purposes.
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Hamartia in the New Testament
describes what could be called the
state of sin from which specific acts of
sin come. (See Romans 3:23; 7:14ff;
Gal. 3:22; 1 John 1:8). Sin (hamartia)
is a power which has all in its grasp.
William Barclay describes sin as having "got into the very fiber and center
and heart" of persons being so that it
occupies us "as an enemy occupies
an occupied country" (Barclay, New
Testament Words, p. 120). This is why
Jesus and the Apostle Paul describes
us as " s l a v e s of s i n " (John 8:34;
Romans 6:6, 17, 20).
Generally speaking, the Hebrew
concept of sin involves conscious violation of God's commandments. The
Greek concept of sin (illustrated in
Greek tragedies) has more to do with
what we might today call denial. The
Greek saw "sin" as an unwillingness
to recognize a flaw (or flaws) that in
the end brings about the downfall of
oneself and possibly others. Both
ideas are involved in the Christian
view of sin.
Putting all this together, the New
Testament concept of sin (hamartia)
not only includes those specific failings in our obedience to the will of
God, but has the idea of missing the
true end of our lives which is to "seek
first the kingdom of God" (Mt. 6:33).
Our lives are out of balance, off target,
out of whack, off center when we are
at the center of our local world. Keith
Miller in A Hunger for Healing gives
one picture of what it means to "put
myself in the center." "Putting myself

in the center gives me the idea that
I ' m a little better, a little more important than my wife or husband, my
children, and other people, so that it
seems to me that my ways are the better ways, the right ways. Consequently I tend to try to impose my will on
the people around me. I am not aware
of this because...the primary symptom of sin is denial. I can't see Sin's
grandiose controlling symptoms in
my own a c t i o n s — a l t h o u g h I can
clearly see this kind of controlling
operating in other's behavior" (p. 4).
Only Christ can "save us" from sin
(Mt. 1:21); only through the mercy of
God in Christ are we rescued from
the penalty of sin at the cost of his
life (Rom. 8:1). In Christ our sins are
" w i p e d a w a y " (see Col. 2:13-14).
T h r o u g h Jesus " w e are f o r g i v e n "
(Col. 1:14). Only Jesus has the power
to break the grip of sin in our lives.
Practical holiness wrestles with who
or what is first (central) in our lives
and seeks to know Christ more and
m o r e — g i v e way to him more and
more.
The Chrysler corporation is currently airing a commercial which,
after exalting its new line of vehicles,
asks, "What's new in your world?"
Let me paraphrase and ask, "Who's
central in your world?"

Rick Mailloux lives near Goshen, bid.

Question: What costs less than a cup of coffee and a
donut, is much better for your health, and is delivered
to your house each month?
ANSWER:

Each monthly issue of the Evangelical

Visitor.

Question: Is there a good reason why I shouldn't
subscribe to the Visitor
No, there is no good reason not to subscribe to the only monthly magazine published
by and for the Brethren in Christ Church. See
the ad on page 25 for a subscription coupon.

ANSWER:
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Discipleship for the
sis on reduction of fat and calorie
intake, but seem free of costly fad or
crash products.

Lifestyle
for wellness
by Samuel M.

Brubaker

Ken Abell, in his article on pages
4-5 in this issue of the Visitor, shares
with the reader a personal story of
challenge, discipline, and success as
he dealt with obesity. Ken is to be
thanked for sharing this experience
with us. It will be an encouragement
to many others.
Abell describes an approach which
left life in balance. Work, church,
family activities all continued; exercise was simple, not costly, and effective; diet choices gave strong empha-

In reviewing the article, I found the
dietary suggestions to be valid generalizations which will be appropriate
for most persons. A few might find
they are intolerant of the large volumes of raw vegetables suggested. It
would be well for persons wishing to
follows Abell's example to check with
a personal physician to see how best
to apply these general principles to
their own situation.
It's also important to watch out for
the pitfall of adding to raw vegetables
all sorts of fat-rich dressings and toppings. Such additions can negate the
dietary effort.
All that said, I especially applaud
Pastor Abell for the way he presents

Healing: Growing
in the Land
4th Annual

Retreat

A retreat for f e m a l e survivors of c h i l d h o o d sexual a b u s e is being
h e l d Nov. 14-16, 1997. T h e retreat will b e held at K e n b r o o k Bible
C a m p . T h e p u r p o s e is "to e n c o u r a g e g r o w t h a n d h e a l i n g t h r o u g h
a d e e p e r r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h Christ." T h e w e e k e n d consists of workshops, process groups, w o r s h i p , d r a m a , a n d f u n .
T h o s e c h u r c h e s w i s h i n g t o s p o n s o r survivors f r o m their congregations or t o p r o v i d e partial f u n d i n g f o r a n o t h e r participant,
please c o n t a c t a c o m m i t t e e m e m b e r : Mary (717) 627-1611, Kim
(717) 2 3 8 - 8 6 2 6 , o r Janet (717) 6 6 5 - 7 3 7 3 .
Survivors w i s h i n g to receive i n f o r m a t i o n , please write to: Spring
of H o p e , P.O. Box 69, Akron, PA 17501, or call a c o m m i t t e e m e m ber.
T h e retreat is s p o n s o r e d by:
K e n b r o o k Bible C a m p
H o p e a n d H e a l i n g Ministries
MCC Women's Concerns
Retreat c o m m i t t e e m e m b e r s
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Century
the merging of spiritual and physical
disciplines into a healthier lifestyle.
We h u m a n s are beings with body,
soul, and spirit. Many of us neglect
spiritual disciplines to the detriment of
bodily and emotional wellness. Others
of us, lacking necessary discipline of
mind, subject our bodies to known
harmful products because of some
temporary pleasure we feel when we
indulge. The reduction of wellness
caused by such indulgence is of major
proportion, both personal and societal.
Self-control is included in the list
of Spirit fruit found in Galatians 5:2223. By this we are reminded that the
remedy for overindulgence, or harmful habits, lies primarily in the realm
of spiritual discipline. The practice of
spiritual disciplines—such as prayer,
fasting, meditation, corporate worship, Christian fellowship, service,
and others—brings benefits to both
spirit and body. How sad when we
deprive ourselves of an extra measure
of wellness for lack of adequate spiritual discipline.
We must, however, avoid defining
wellness in only physical terms. There
are many among us who cope with
challenges and maladies of body not
amenable to correction to what we
would call perfect health. Yet these
persons experience a high level of
wellness. They teach us that physical
i m p e r f e c t i o n , if not c o r r e c t a b l e
through exercise of spiritual disciplines, can nevertheless be surmounted, and thus overcome, by those very
disciplines. And that by giving greater
attention to the spiritual side of our
being, we can increase our level of
wellness, to the praise of God who
made us, and redeemed us to ultimately experience life in perfection
and incorruption.

Samuel M. Brubaker is a physician
in Arcanum, Ohio.
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U n i M i t i l t ^
Readers may correspond with Onesimus by

writing to him in care of the Evangelical Visitor,
P.O. Box 166, Nappanee, IN46550. Letters to
Onesimus may be published unless they are
marked "Personal-Notfor
Publication."

Dear Paul,
Ethnic stereotyping had its heyday
in North America a couple of decades
ago. Are there any of us boomers who
d i d n o t l a u g h at o r — I w i n c e to
remember—tell ethnic jokes? Now
multiculturalism has become a rallying cry. But still, the persistence of
the "how-many-[whoevers]-does-ittake-to-change-a-light-bulb" jokes
reminds us that we notice and are
amused by differences in values and
practices between various people
groups. We notice and are not amused
when differences lead to violence and
persecution, as in Rwanda, Bosnia,
Somalia, Ireland—and dare I say the
United States and Canada. You took
notice of cultural and racial differences. Your words to Titus about the
Cretans still strike me as strong. But
they remind me that all cultural values
and practices must be subjected to the
lordship of Jesus Christ—not only
those "out there" which seem strange
to me.
Did ethnic stereotyping play any
part in the delay of the North American Brethren in Christ to consider
cross-cultural mission opportunities
closer home? I hope not, and I sincerely doubt that this was a factor. But
such musing does bring me up short
think when I consider how I grieve
God by superimposing an unsanctified value system on his plans to bring
all people to repentance. I still have a
lot to learn from Jonah.
Nevertheless, God laid a burden on
a small group of people for a specific
area, and they pursued this call without official church support until the
church was able to get its machinery
and finances behind this new effort in
Cuba. I sometimes hear the attitude
expressed that, with a growing
July 1997

church, the grass roots is involved
mainly as it chooses leaders and board
m e m b e r s f o r various b r a n c h e s of
church life. The vision, the direction,
the ideas then come from those leade r s . B u t h e r e , as in m a n y o t h e r
instances of church life past and present, God seems to have spoken to persons not in leadership, and the leaders
listened to this word which had come
from the Lord by way of others.
The years of Brethren in Christ
work in Cuba were ones of change
a n d u n c e r t a i n t y as F i d e l C a s t r o
ascended to lead the country and Fulgencio Batista was driven out. This
new government was no friend of the
United States, and Howard and Pearl
Wolgemuth became concerned. But
their concern was not mainly for their
own safety. They were willing to stay
as long as they could. It was when

But here, as in many
other instances of
church life past and
present, God seems
to have spoken to
persons not in
leadership, and the
leaders listened to
this word which had
come from the Lord
by way of others.

they determined that their presence
was causing danger for their Cuban
brothers and sisters that they decided
to leave.
It is faith-building to look at the
way our God can use even apparently
disastrous political events to spread
his kingdom. Now the Wolgemuths
looked for another Latin American
mission field, ended up in Nicaragua,
and soon began a new Brethren in
Christ Church. Into this church would
eventually come Jose Leon Herrera,
gifted with energy and zeal. After
planting a number of churches in the
eastern mountains of Nicaragua, he
would return to his native Honduras in
1989 as the first Brethren in Christ
missionary in this country.
T h i s tree has also b r a n c h e d in
a n o t h e r d i r e c t i o n . B a c k in C u b a ,
E d u a r d o Llanes and Juana Garcia
were leading the young church. But
faced with an uncertain future, many
Cubans were leaving their country,
and God led Eduardo to emigrate.
Now he oversees a group of Hispanic
congregations in Miami which is in
turn reaching out—Haiti may be the
next open door.
God is also b r i n g i n g revival to
Cuba. For thirty years Juana led the
small church with little counsel from
abroad. Through years of danger and
uncertainty she nurtured and preserved the sheep God had entrusted
to her care. Now with health declining
and a beloved sister gone, with leadership passed on to others, perhaps
she feels lonely and discouraged—
like you did when you wrote to Timothy asking him to bring your books
and your coat. But her faithfulness,
along with the evangelistic zeal of
vacationing Canadians (who didn't
leave their faith at home on the night
stand when they went on holiday) and
the energy of Daniel and Sara Cabrera, who now lead the church, the
spiritual hunger of many is being satisfied in Jesus Christ.
M a y I also be p a t i e n t t h r o u g h
tribulation and rejoice in hope—with
my stereotyping in submission to the
lordship of Christ,
Onesimus
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Focusing our Mission
Called to community
by John A. Brubaker

Recently I was privileged to join a
group of fellow believers in an experience of community. We who represented a diversity of cultural and ethnic
backgrounds sat together in a circle of
care. We spoke two languages, but
shared a oneness in Jesus Christ. We
blended our voices in worship and
praise, we prayed for personal needs
with the laying on of hands. Our brief
hour concluded in the breaking of bread
at the Lord's table. We were being the
church. We were in community.
As Brethren in Christ we describe
ourselves as a covenant community.
The term appears twice in our Articles
of Faith and Doctrine. We say "we are
a covenant community vowing before
God and fellow members to live a holy
life, to remain loyal to the church, and
to foster oneness within the body of
Christ." Later we add: "As a covenant
c o m m u n i t y we p r a c t i c e m u t u a l
accountability among our members."
This understanding of the church
finds its basis in Scripture, and in the
life of the early believers. The Holy
Spirit came to the believers gathered in
community, and by his coming formed
a new community in the dynamics of
their shared experience. As a result they
were together in f e l l o w s h i p in the
breaking of bread, in prayer, and in the
sharing of possessions (Acts 2:1-4, 4247; 4:32). To "have all things in common," as the King James version puts it,
is to have community.
In d e s c r i b i n g the c h u r c h , J o h n
Zercher wrote, "There needs to be a
community to support one another. This
community is identified by love and
30
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250 Grow,
Sending Con

caring in our life together, and by a
sense of destiny in the life to come.'"
Myron Augsburger describes it,
"Fellowship, (i.e., community) is more
than sharing happenings in our lives. It
is sharing the aspirations of the soul,
the vision and dreams of what we seek
to attain in Christ; it is exhorting and
encouraging one another in faith. It is
partnership in prayer at the deepest level
of communing with one another as we
commune with God."2
Scott Peck describes community as a
safe place. By this he means a place
where there is enough trust that people
know they can be vulnerable, that they
will be listened to and accepted for
themselves. As love and acceptance
increase, healing and change begins.
Old wounds are healed, old resentments
are forgiven. Fear is replaced by hope. 1
None of these concepts are particularly new to us. We readily accept the
conviction that God's people experience
faith and nurture, wholeness and healing in community. Yet the sustaining of
community has to be intentional. True
community is not easily achieved or
easily maintained. Communities tend
to disintegrate if left to run their course.
This is particularly true in the case of a
growing congregation where new people keep entering the fellowship. In
such instances, the community must
continually reshape itself to be inclusive. Further, as the church becomes
more diverse culturally, ethnically, and
even generationally, forming and sustaining real community becomes more
challenging.
A Task Force on Community meeting at the call of General Conference
observed that commitment to community is a way of life and, further, that
covenant community includes corporate celebration, small group participation, and ministry obligation. Community can not be a program, it is a process. It is the glue that holds us together.

C o n g r e g a t i o n s e x p e r i e n c e and
express community when they come
together in participatory worship; when
they share vision, goals and dreams;
when they bear one another's burdens in
corporate prayer; when they have occasions to rejoice with the rejoicing and to
feel the pain of the hurting; when they
p r o m o t e small groups; when they
respond in tangible ways to needs
among them; and when they accept
mutual accountability and practice communal discipline.
There is a caution. While community is in many respects the essence of
the church, there is the danger of promoting and preserving community to
the mitigation of outreach and evangelism. Congregations that give a high priority to building community may, quite
unintentionally perhaps, regard newcomers as intrusive. A healthy congregation will always be inclusive. It will
function as an "open circle" community that easily adapts to growth.
We are called to community. That is
clear. It is central to the nature of the
church. Furthermore, our visible oneness in Christ becomes a compelling
witness to a watching world. May we
then be intentional about fostering true
community in our congregational life
and ministry.
'Zercher, Lantern in the Dawn, p. 65.
Augsburger, Walking in the Resurrection.
p. 98.
'Peck, The Different Drum:
Community
Making and Peace, pp. 67-68.
2

John A. Brubaker
is bishop of the Midwest and
Pacific
Regional
Conferences of the Brethren
in Christ Church.
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A new training video
that helps teachers
understand learning
and children's faith.
o reviews Jubilee's educational
approach
o identifies teaching and
learning styles
o features actual Jubilee classes

Order now and SAVE $5.00

off the regular price of $19.95 (U.S.) $27.95 (CDN)
ACT NOW! This offer is good only through October 31, 1997

Order from:
Evangel Publishing House
Nappanee IN 46550

^ ^ D J W

Order line: (800) 253-9315
E-mail: evangel.pubhouse@juno.com

• S S l
GOD
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Jubilee: God's Good News

is a children's Sunday school curriculum
July 1997
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FUTURE
MISSIONARY

/

FUTURE CAMP
COUNSELOR

n i T T T D i r SUNDAY
FUTURE
SCHOOL TEACHER

A Children's Sunday School Curriculum
Announcing for this Fall...three year cycle begins again
—a good time for your congregation to start using Jubilee
—users from 1994 reduce costs by reusing Jubilee resources
Independent survey results say that Jubilee has...
...the highest rating in customer satisfaction...resources that appeal to children
...easy lesson preparations...stimulating hands-on activities

Contact your local Christian Light Bookstore or call toll-free (800) 253-9315.

